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Merchants Who Advertise In The TRI-STATE DEFENDER Are Telling You They
Appreciate Poing Rosiness With You. Patronize Them.

Mayoralty Candidates
Jlesort To Name-Calling

Coalition Of Three
Groups Working From
Same Headquarters

Mayoralty candidates at- Commissioner William F'aitempted to win voters during ris reviewed the progress of
a fast-moving, mud-slinging, salary increases earned by
the sanitation workers in his
name calling discussion at department during his tenure
the
Centenary ,Methodist of office. He said that he was
Church last Sunday evening, not against Union workers
.as some have been lead to
believe. He indicated that he
was not in favor of a tax
raise.
Sheriff M. A. Hinds, out- RESIGNS FROM FORCE
tering from an infected throat, Resigns from Force — Alvin M.
asked Dave Hanover to speak
King, 28-year-old former poon his behalf. Hanover said
!iceman. is seen pondering his
that "Sheriff Hinds is the
VICTIM OF BEATING
first of any Southern sheriffs next move after resigning from
of beating — after he
Victim
last
force
week.
said
He
Police
President of the National to hire Negro deputies. Preshe was told to resign or be awakened in his cell following'
on
21."
has
he
went
He
ently
Insurance Association, WIto point out that Hinds did fired after he refused to beat the night of his arrest, Tobe
liam J. Clement told a local
race, a prisoner who came in on a Ford, 38, of 620 Linden St. was
of insurance men "be this before a political
B. Ingram, charge of public drunkenness. surprised to find bruises on his
ful what you set your Judge William
arts on because it will Jr., said . that his record as He told of other beating incl. head and body. Ex-Officer
. ar
surely come to pass." He was judge points up that he will dente which have occurred at King said they came from inaddressing staff members of "stand up for what is right the station where he was La- juries the %Ictim received -when
the local branch of North under all circumstances." He signed duty as a turnkey. iBil- he was beaten with brass
and
Farris
knuckles.
Carolina
Mutual Insurance congratulated
s II Duncan Photos),
good records
, company during a dinner at Hinds for
he
public
Then
askofficials.
Holiday Inn on Lamar ave.,
ed "but who is to be congratlast Wednesday evening.
ulated—the sheriff or the taxClement, vice president and era?"
payers; Farris or the taxpayagency director of North Caroline Mutual, started with the
During a holiday-like atmosDr. Vasco A Smith. Jr., a
company in Memphis in 1934. He chided Farris about a
phere, the coalition campaign
candidate for
h e Memphis
five-year-plan
f
"which
noHe came here on a tour of
headquarters of the Ministers
Board of Education discussed
NIA membership companies, body has seen."
For Political Action, Lincoln
platform,
his
in
earlier
points
anand
question
a
League and the Bluff City VotHe predicted that the local During
M. King, 28, They said they were going to this week.
Alvin
When
Ingram
Sccollect_
swer
Judge
period
ers League, endorsed a slate of
.branch office will be
being write a letter on me, and
candidates during its opening
ing a million dollars a year in cused Atty. A. W. Willis, Jr., of 1621 College St., was
Main item in his plaiNrin is
Chief Sam Manning
later
AcadePolice
the
at
trained
quoted
if
"lying
was
he
of
at the corner of Beale and
Memphis. "Because Insurance
asked me to resign." K ing "the complete elimination of
Memthe
with
a
job
for
my
i
newspaper,
accurately
a
in
Wellington Sts., last Thursday
has public acceptance." While
segregation and discrimin-ition
he said, "or be fired."
department,
police
phis
a
threatened
he
said
which
evening.
talking about 100 years from
well
as
schools,"
city
all
in
be"resigned
he
said
would King
now he said "Life is a frag- group of attorneys with bar- was told that brutality
as "elimination of double
Candidates endorsed by the
and that a cause of my refusal to perilment of one moment between ratry proceedings when they not be tolerated,
group were:
police brutality shifts." He calls for "a strong
only use cipete in
should
policeman
hearcorpus
habeas
a
sought
eternities."
two
vocational education program
Sheriff M. A. Hinds for mayenough force to subdue a against Negroes, and did not for students not planning ta
Accompanying Clement, ing for several sit-ins."
or; incumbent Commissioner
wish to work in the detention
prisoner, he said.
fromhis
college."
sprang
s,
Willi
attend
CLU, was Charles Davis of
Claude A. Armour of the Fire
But what he saw when he section any longer."
Chicago, executive director of seat in the audience, told the
Striking at an area which
and Police department; IncumThe former officer accused
work as a turnkey
Clement judge "if you deny that you went to
A. Introducing
'
bent Commissioner James W.
recently c au sed concerned,
sag the 2:30-10:30 p.m. shift See POLICEMAN, page ,
2
Shifth said he would seed
d Davis was Lonnie Walker, did not ask the eity attorney'
Moore of the Finance and Inat police headquarters was
as
stitution department; Incumwell
as
teachers
manager of the local branch if he wanted to institute the
impartially
that
barratry charges, then you enough to convince him
John "Buddy" Dwyer of
His
bent
increase
salaries."
office.
their
some of his fellow officers
Public Service department; Inplatform also calls for "disThe dinner was sponsored to (Judge Ingram) is lying."
needed to go back to school,
cumbent Judge Elizabeth Mcthe
tributive education in all
after
honor Staff Five of the local Immediately
according to him.
Cain of Juvenile Court; John
schools."
company which was winner of charges and counter charges
resign
to
allowed
was
King
Ford Canale for Public Works;
Smith, very active in coman intra - company contest. Farris made his closing rerefused
he
after
Tuesday
last
Memphis Board of Education
munity affair, is a graduate
Manager of the staff Melvin marks as well as Hanover for
to join in beating a Negro
candidates Dr. Hollis F. Price,
CANDIDATE FOR MAYOR
of LeMoyne College and MeRobinson, expressed apprecia- Hinds and Judge Ingram.
been
had
who
prisoner
Dr. Vasco A. Smith, Jr.; Rev.
harry's School of Dentistry in
tion to staff members for The forum was sponsored
Candidate for mayor M. A. Hinds is chatting with George
brought in for public drunkE. W. Williamson and Atty.
by the church's Commission
DM. He has been in private
winning.
the Lincoln League just before the formal openof
Lee
W.
claims.
he
enness,
Ben F Hooks for city judge.
practice here 16 years. He
Also speaking at the dinner on Christian Social Concern "When I first saw the man
ing of the Campaign headquarters at Beale and Wellington
is
Golden
EVIL DOCUMENTS
Addie
Miss
served
U.S.
which
the
two
in
Army
of
who
Branch,
Wilma
Mrs.
Isi;
he was being brought On the
Sts. Hinds. endorsed by Lee's group, spoke later, at the
Hinds told the estimated 500
years during World War II
e on behalf of wives of chairman. Thaddeus T. Stokes elevator by the arresting offis
Withers),
C.
Ernest
By
Photo
(
opening.
Claude
audience seated and standing
and was a captain in the Air
sta f members; Charlie Morris, of the Tri State Defender was cer, a Patrolman R. E. Haire. Commissioner
DeTri-State
the
on outside of the headquarters
Force for two years during
Michael Romby and John Chii- moderator. Rev. James Law- He was cursing the officer, Armour told
that he would be elected MAY-fender that charges made by the Korean War.
son is pastor of the church.
dtws.
and the officer was slapping a former police officer th
or inspite of the two daily
elder
An
of
GarParkway
him and punching him in the prisoners were being misnewspapers' opposition to him.
stomach with his fist. This treated by a Patrolman M. A. dens Presbyterian church, he
He then referred to his opponis an executive member of
ent, Commissioner Willis m
Crenshaw and other turnkeys Memphis Committee on ComYarbrough and myself.
Farris as "the Charlie McCaron his shift, may be justified,
"At the lieutenant's cage," and he is going to look into munity Relations, vice presThe Volunteer Citizens Com- Sugarman and Jesse Turner, thy of the Commercial Appeal
ident of the local NAACP and
he continued, "Ford's hat the matter.
a state board member of Ten- mittee Campaign headquarters has announced the following who couldn't serve you if he
was dropped to the floor and
wanted to."
Commissioner Armour said nessee Council on Human Re- at 404 Beale St., is busy ar- coke parties:
Patrolman Haire crushed it
Wednesday, Oct. 23 at 8 He continued: "my record
ranging speak ing engagehe had placed a Negro officer lations.
with his foot. The prisoner
r S. speaks for itself and I will lay
each shift, because there
Dr. Smith campaign man- ments for the candidates it 'porn., at the home of M
41.1.N7hen Prentiss Hubbard, Hubbard went back to the did not see this. As Patrol- On
'
had been a number of com- agers are Drs. John Jordan, endorsed and setting up Coke Helen King, 316 Linden Ave. it beside his (Farris) any day."
Jr., of 796 Randle st., offered trunk of his car and got a .22 man M. A. Crenshaw started
Just before concluding his po7:30
Wednesday, Oct. 23 at
iden_ plaints in the past about Negro Roscoe McWilliams, George parties.
Miss Dorothy Willett, 20, of revolver, got back in the to search the man, (later
p.m. — Mrs. Lou Bertha Bates, litical speech, he referred to
being brutally beat- Stevens and Dr. I. A. Watson,
prisoners
acand
opened
vehicle,
were
Headquarters
the
of
front
a
junior,
LiThloyne college
tified as Tobe E. Ford, 38, of
the two daily newspapers as
en after being arrested.
Jr.
last Tuesday night. All candi- 72e Bay St.
ride home from the campus cording to pence, shot Miss 620 Linden), he lowered his
Wednesday, Oct. 23 at 10 "evil documents."
1621
of
28,
King,
M.
Volunthe
by
throat.
Alvin
endorsed
dates
the
in
Willett
accepted
not
she
hand and said, 'You are
last Wednesday,
Commissioner Armour,
College St., resigned from the
teers spoke to An estimated a.m. — Mrs. Laural Moore,
Orgy after he promised that Screaming for help, the coi- going in my pocket.'"
speaking from the truck-bed
2266 Zanone St.
was
he
after
week
last
force
500.
of
audience
the
her.
from
leaped
n
a
m
hurt
intoxicated
student
not
the
lege
"As
n" would
Thursday, Oct. 24 at 7:30 improvised outdoor stage, said:
resigning
The Volunteer Citizens Com- p.m. — Rev. S. M. Staples, 199 "In the last two years I have
Inside the shirt pocket of car and fled to a nearby tried to keep the officer from given his choice of
when he reThe pastor of Collins Chapel mittee consists of a coalition Ingle St.
the 25-yeai-old unemployed house, with Hubbard still searching his pockets, his or being fired
-tired 40 Negro policemen. I
subbetween the Shelby County
chasing her. Occupants of the fingernail accidentally scratch- portedly refused to "help
Friday, Oct. 25 at 7:30 p.m. did not put them on to get
in on a CME church and his wife, Democratic club and the Ninth
house called both the fire and seadidthe officer's hand, King due" a Negro brought
it is
I
public drunkenness charge. Rev. and Mrs. D. S. Cunning- Congressional District Dem- — Mrs Pearl M. Evans4 752 votes. did it because
police departments.
right." He added, "we don't
Randle St.
w a s •using ham, were honored during an ocrats.
races
have
between
division
a
Homicide Lt. Fred Watson "The other two officers "The prisoner
All candidates endorsed by
said, "but all Appreciation Fellowship Tes
The speakers bureau which the Volunteers are scheduled here like in many other southsaid Miss Hubbard told police grabbed Ford and roughed profanity," King
had to do was book him at the church, last Sunday in headed by H. T. Lockard,
that he looked back and saw him up," King said, "banging they
to speak at Morning Star Bap- ern cities. We have been able
an additional charge of afternoon.
H. A. Gilliam, A. Maceo Walk- tist church, 1472 Locust St., at to solve our problems without
Hubbard place the pistol un- his head against the iron on
poa
against
profanity
using
The affair was sponsored by er, Frank Kilpatrick, Taylor 8 p.m., Monday, Oct. 28. In blood flowing in the street. Not
der his ,hin and fire. He later bars and punching him. Crenlice officer.
Hayes, A. W. Willis, Russell charge of the program will be one drop of blood has been
,the D. S. Cunningham club.
shot himself in the chest and shaw was behind him and
them'
to
help
"No. I did not
shedded here. Someday it will
Rev. Alexander Gladney.
then drote the car until it reached down and tried
the
said
he
and
man,"
genitals
beat the
went into a ditch at 1199 N grab the man's
For further information call go down in history how Meme
h
t
leaving
after
day
next
him,
Bellevue. Carried to John hurt
the Volunteer Campaign head- phis solved its racial problems."
Gaston hospital, he was pro- "Patrolman Hudgens told force.
quarters 526-4296.
help
and
there
over
get
to
me
Armour explained that he
King said that after worknounced dead on arrival.
I
and
officers,
three
other
the
addoesn't
would
have a platform. He
ing as a turnkey, he
, Miss Willett was admitted
said, "If you don't know me
;to John Gaston hospital suf- asked Crenshaw to give me vise anyone, white or colored,
after 14 years in this office and
bullet the man's arm. He let him go. to be very submissive a n d
three
fering from
23 in governmental se r vice
wounds, including ones in the I twisted his arm behind me say "yes sir" and "no sir"
him. when they arrive, because the
here, then you won't know me
face and in back of the head. and continued to search
The vaccine is placed on
A mass immdnization pron the next four years."
After Crenshaw and I search- officers will beat heads on
'SHE LOVED HIM'
taeen
is
gram to make Memphis and a cube of sugar and
ad him, I escorted him to the the slightest provocation.
FOR ALL PEOPLE
When informed of H u b- fifth floor.
is
It
and
colorless
Commissioner M o or e said,
The former officer said that Shelby county free from polio by mouth.
bard's death Miss Willett be- "While I was attempting to he learned that by being t one time will be launched odorless.
while pointing to tasks accomDOROTHY WILLETT
came hysterical, one close place him in the cell. I ask- courteous to prisoners, they on Sunday, Nov. 10, when the
Citizens of all ages over
United Notions Day was ob- plished during his administrarelative told a reporter.
ed Patrolman Kenneth Bat- gained confidence in him and Sabin oral vaccine will be three months may go to neigh- served at Tougaloo Southern ion: "I have made provisions
Mrs. Lee said, 'He was a tan for the key to the cell. cooperated with him. This, he given at some 90 clinics be- borhood school clinics on the Christian college at Tougaloo, or all people to visit the WO
auto mechanic, along with his
cigarettes, was a note ex- fine boy, and my girl loved Battan told me to turn' the said, won for him the name tween 11:30 a. m. and 6:30 above specified dates and Miss., on Wednesday, Oct. 23, even days a week." He added,
take the vaccine. Donations of and the guest speaker was Dr. 'Dr. Charles Dinkins, presi.
plaining just what he was go- him, but he must have been prisoner loose. At the same of "the non-violent turnkey." p.m.
The health service is being 25 cents a dose will be taken Ralph Bunche, Under-Secre- dent of Owen college, has been
time I saw him putting on "They would say, 'you are
ing to do in the next few sites in someway.
Young Hubbard was the,some brass knuckles.
going to learn someday when offered by the Memphis and but persons unable to pay will tary for Special Political Af- ppointed to the City of Memminutes.
Shelby County Medical Foun- be given the viccine without fairs.
phis Hospital Board.
According to relatives, the oldest of eight children of Mr. "I tried to put the prison- they hurt you.'"
Dr. Bunches topic was "I am not going to promise
two young people had been Prentiss Hubbard, Sr., of 790 er in the cell," King said, "but A native of Si. Louis, Mo.. dation. Sabin vaccine, taken charge.
Sabin oral vaccine should "The United Nations in 1963". you one thing but that I'm gosweethearts, for the past five Speed st. and Mrs. Natalie Batten said, 'Let him go; I'll King was graduated f rom by mouth, protects one against
Summer High school there and Polio for life and is quicker even he taken by those per- An open discussion was to ing to do my best. I think that
. years, but had broken off for Hubbard of the Alaska ad- handle him."
:ions who have had the Salk follow the address.
Southern Illinois han the Salk-type veccine.
is all you should ask of me."
The ex-police officer said at
the past four months. Mr. dress.
Type I of the vaccine will vaccine injections.
Commissioner Dwyer s a i d:
include Batten struck the prisoner university at Carbondale ior
survivors
Hubbard wanted to reconcile Other
The observance was sponsorpresent
vaccines
new
The
10
administered
on Nov
squad follows me
himaelf with the young at- three sistera, Mrs. Beulah with the brass knuckles and two years. He was employld be
ed by the Social Science divi- "The truth
the
cool
of
months
the
8
type
Dec.
on
III
during
17;
and
PinkI go. That is why I
tractive co-ed, but she refus- Woods, Mrs.. Ruthie Lee John- then shoved his head into the as a detective with the
sion of the college, of which wherever
inmany
the
avoid
to
Jan
year
on
and
but
and
15,
II
Type
now. DurAgency,
speeches
my
son, Miss Pauline Hubbard, iron *bars before pushing him erton Detective
chairman. write
ed him.
testinal viruses present dur- Ernest Borinski is
ing my 12 years in office, I
quit because of lack of work 12 and 19, 1964.
Instead of driving Miss Wil- fourvbrothers, Dilworth. Essex, into the cell.
Dr. Bunche succeeded the have served all citizens fairOral vaccine produces an ing the sumrher months.
lett to her home, at 751 Alas- Louis and Thomas Jefferson "I was called hack down- in the area
Doctors, denists, nurses and late Count Folk Bernadotte of ly." He held up a photograph
Now that he is off the force, intestinal immunity to infecka, where_she lived with Mrs. Hubbard, and grandmother. stairs and Hudgens asked
Nations of a Negro meter reader.
me why I did not help the he plans to reenter the in- tion and makes it it-hpossible pharmacists are volunteering Sweden as United
Smith Ann Lee, a great aunt Mrs Miiiie Hubbard.
was for the vaccinated person to their services for the profes- mediator in Palestine and
Judge M eC a i n. the only
who had reared her, Hubbard Final arrangements were in- officers with the prisoner. I surance n us i n es S. He
armistice
an
about
brought
Negro a polio carrier. This not only sional staff of each clinic,
woman on the stage, said in
drove to a spot near Capital complete at press time. Fu- told them that there were formerly with a local
Arab
the
and
Israel
between
her brief speech, "I am camHis wife is protects the individual, but along with thousands of othand Claybrook to attempt a neral services were expected three men already handling insurance firm. insurance
of- the entire community against ers who will assist in many states. He received the Nobel'
to be held on Wednsday him, and that there was no employed in an
reconciliation.
See RINDS, page
work.
his
for
Prize
Peace
ways.
all three types of polio.
place for me to grab him. (ice here.
After the two quarreled, Mr. night.

NIA President l
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Insurance Grou p

• lvin
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w ro ,
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Hinds Is
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V. Smith
Spells Out
Policeman Resigned Platform
At Request Of Chief
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Volunteer Citizens Committee
Busy Arranging Coke Parties
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Patrolman
Crenshaw,
the
senior turnkey on the shift,
of being anti-Negro.
"He did not even want me
NEWARK, N.J. — Goverto participate in conversanor Richard J. Hughes will
tions
with the other officers,
be the recipient of the 1963
and wrote a letter of c o mHuman night; ./,ward of the
plaint
about me 'butting-in'
New Jersey Regional Board
on their discussions," King
of
the
Anti-Defamation
charged.
League of B'nai B'rith for his
"vigorous and affirmative acHe said Crenshaw insisted
tivities in enforcing the exon being addressed as "Mr.
tension of civil rights," it was
Crenshaw," and wanted him
announced today by Aaron A.
to say "sir" and "mister" to
Flanzbaum of North Plainwhite prisoners. He said that
field, Board Chairman. The
when he extended the same
presentation will be made a
courtesy to Negro prisoners,
a "Dinner With the Governor"
Crenshaw became angry.
ARL B. WILLIAMS
to be held October 27, at the
"Whenever there was a
Goldman
beating complaint," King said,
Hotel
in
West
Orange.
-Crenshaw was generally beThe dinner, part of a yearhind it.
long national League observ"One day a Negro wo
ance of its 50th anniversary,
came in, and the matron n
LOCAL EMPLOYEES
all
will also honor Roy Wilkins,
ed for the Negro turnkey to
Local employees of North Carolina Mutual Insuranc
e ComOthers attending are: Mr. and Otis. Lnimitt Ford, Mr.
come
A Father Bertrand high national executive secretary
down
and
and
take the
pany are being entertained at dinner at Holiday
Inn on
Mrs. Albert Finch, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis D. Worthem
school graduate who Is now a of the NAACP, for his "many
woman to a dry cell. Crenshaw
,
Lamar Ave, Seated left-right are: Mr. and Mrs. Lee Branch,
Chafies Davis, NIA executive director of Chicago; Mr.
student at St. Benedict's col- years of responsible leaderinsisted
on
going
with
and
me,"
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Robinson, William A. Clement, CLU,
lege in Atchinson, Kan. has ship in the Negro drive for
Mrs. Michele Romby, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morris, Mrs.
King recalled.
president of the National Insurance Association and a vice
been awarded a Sophomore civil rights" and his "dedica"When we got downstairs,
Lue Vera Ousley, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Roland, Herbert
president of North Carotins mutual; air. and Mrs.
Scholarship Arl B. Williams, tion to democracy for all
the woman was lying on the
LeaBrown and Mrs. Nileble Purnell.
In
addition, k Walker, Walker Is manager of the local company.
turned down a West Point ap- Americans."
floor yelling. Crenshaw told
pointment to attend Benedict. Dore Schary, national chairher if she didn't get up and
Williams made the dean's man of the League, will rewalk, we would have to drag
list the third quarter. He is ceive a special "native son"
her — this sometimes hat to
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur citation f r om Governor
be done—so she agreed to get
Williams, 1621 S. Lauderdale Hughes in recognition of the
up and walk.
playwright - movie director's paigning on my training, exst.
"As she was walking along,
perience
and
fairness.
"
role "in fighting bigotry and
she was holding herself, and
discrimination." Schary, now TREMENDOUS PROGRESS
explained that she had recentDoggy Position
a resident of New York City, Atty. Hooks said: "Memphis
ly had a hysterectomy and
was brought up in Newark. has made tremendous progress.
was in some pain. She had not
LONDON — (UPI) — An
By the time one more election
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — been drinking, but was highly
"intelligent and experienced
occurs we will have Negro
secretary" advertised in the
Bill Berger, Emory Warren candidates speaking before
ATLANTA — (UPI) — tions — often I critical of the A North Carolina educator nervous and continued yelling
called Negro colleges in the after being placed in the
Times of London for a job on "The Edge of Night" on predominately white audience Negro forces
dry
embarked this policies and strategies of each South "our great hope" as cell.
s
"where a quiet poodle could the CBS Television Network, like white candidates are
now week end on a campaign to other — dropped their dif- long as Negro students go to "Crenshaw
got
sit at her feet."
is a former Columbia Universi- doing before predomin
a
key,
weak
ately make this deep south capi- ferences and banded together college with "a woeful lack of back in the
cell arid beat flef
ty track star.
in a closed Session here.
Negro audiences. Negro and tal
training."
an
"open
woman
city"
for
both
with
his
hand.
She
white candidates will be run- races
They adopted a series of
by Nov. 15.
Samuel D. Proctor, himself a made a complaint about: it,
ning on the same ticket."
goals which call for dropping
and
Nine
Negro
presiden
some
and
civil
the
of
t
rights
organize
investiga
tion
was
He continued: "I am running
all racial barriers in public ac- Agricultu
ral and ' Technical made, but the woman did,,not
as a candidate for the city
Solve Your Problems '
commodations in Atlanta.
College of North Carolina at show up in court to proaedute,
court. I'm not running as a Ne- eating into the Board of EduAustin T. Walden and ClaWith a Small, Low Cost
gro candidate. I will be fair cation. It is racial segregation, rence Coleman, two of Atlan- Greensboro, told the Senate and nothing more was said
Manpowe
r Committee that about it. Of course, Crenshaw
to all who come before me. I which is crippling our chil- ta's "elder statesmen" in the
Real Estate Loan
Negro colleges are doing work told me that I had better say
will not be concerned with the dren."
Negro community, were chostwo
about
years behind the that I knew nothing about it.
color of their skin. I will be He said he will ask for more en to head a steering commit60 flat Monthly Payments
If you want to keep your
concerned with justice before vocational training for those tee which will push integra- best colleges in the nation.
At the same time, Proctor job, you have to keep your
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Fisk Seeks Trustees
•!DOWN FRONT! Among 4,500 Alumni
Left Side

New HospitalProgramtoby Smith Selected
Healing Sore spots As NOCC's Top Cadet

A canvass of more than Cree, Jr. Detroit, and Randall
Cadet Lt. Col. Coby V., make the presentation at
4,500 alumni of Fisk Univer- L. Tyus, Washington, D.C.
Smith,
NDCC battalion corn- I Formal Review on Manassa
sity
is
being
FRENCH LICK, Indiana. — workers trained in teaching
started this week
You -hould have been there THEY ELOPED to HernanThe terms of McCree, a
mender
at Manassas High campus on Oct, 24 at 10:3'
by
W.
Dickerson Donnelly, Federal District Judge, and Federal grants for construction institutions.
to "dig the sounds" of Mem- do. Miss, where they said "I
been selected by a.m. The public is invited.
school,
has
alumni
secretary, to determine Tyus, a Federal Small Busi- by Indiana hospitals, authorizphis' best jazz and swinging,Do" - Mrs. Z. Lois King and two
Cadet Lt. Col. Coby V
Third
United
States Army as
alumni
nominees to the ness Administration official, ed since the start of fiscal
!Wilbur Taylor. How romantic the recipient of the Legion of Smith is the son of Mr. an
,musicians who dropped by Mel- ilove is ever
university's trustee board.
expire this year and are sub- 1963, come to $9,809,736, SenaYoung,
Valor Award from among all Mrs. Emmett Smith, of 224,
According to the constitu- ject to renomination. McCree, tor Vance Hartke (D-Ind.)
vin Melunda's last Wednesday
A FREE CHAMPAGNE
of the NDCC Cadets in the Brown St.
• night for a jam session. In one PARTY was given by Melvin tion of the Fisk General Alum- however, has requested not to revealed today in a speech beThird Uiuted States Army
. group there was Ben Branch to celebrate the second an- ni Association, there are six be renominated at this time. fore the Indiana Hospital Asarea
,,. on sax; Chann on piano, Bell niversary of the Big-M. We alumni representatives on the Tyus is eligible to succeed sociation at its convention
, on drums and McGhee on arrived too late to get some board, each to serve for a pe- himself.
This award, based on scho- A Wanted Man
here. The total value of hosbass. The second group featur- of the nice, chilled champagne. riod of three years. Two of
lastic
pital
and leadership excelconstruction
involved
is
The two alumni receiving
MELMERBY, England, ed Clarence on trumpet, Robert But he graciously served us these trustees are to be elect- the highest number of votes nearly $20 million, spread
lence is presented to only one
Tally, at the piano, Steinberg some hot beer. We wondered ed each year with their terms in the canvass will be desig- among 10 hospitals in as many
cadet each year. A require- (UP11— James Newbould,
on bass, Alfred Rugg on sax at the time if he knew he staggering.
ment for presentation is that who was given one month t
nated alumni association nom- Indiana cities: Bloomington,
and Mammie Dell at the piano was serving some of the
the person making the presen- find a wife, already has re
Currently serving on the inees. Names of the two, along Elkhart, Marion, Peru. Rensa giving out with soloes, and writers of this column.
board are L. Howard Bennet, with a third selected by the selaer Evansville, Fort Wayne, Six young Negro men claim tation must be a holder of the eeived 30 marriage proposals
Melvin and Gray on drums. GEORGE W. LEE was at his St. Paul, Minn.;
Mrs. Helen General Alumni Association, Terre Haute, Connorsville and that they were unfairly dis- Distinguished Service Cross, the Rural Council would tun
Norman West from Alabama oratorical best last week when Young Davis, Boston; A. Ma- will
He was told last week tha
go on a ballot to alumni- Corydon.
missed from their jobs at the second highest award for herbelted several sweet numbers Candidate Ben F. Hooks spoke ceo Walker, Memphis; W. J. at-large
to be voted on a se- The senior Senator from Cleo Wrap Company 4025, oism given by the United him out of his bungalow utiles;
and encored with several hot from the same stage. Hooks Zeigler, Chicago;
States government.
Indiana described to the con- Viscount St. after
Wade H Mc- lected
he married.
they were
• and fast vocals. Also, there seems to bring out the best
vention three bills with inl- arrested at their
No one in the Memphis —
homes, last
was Dot (Dorothy Cooper) on speeches in Lee. Both are
plications for the State enact- week, and charged
with dis- area is qualified to present this
bar and Bobbie Reese at door masters of the silver-tone
ed within the past month. orderely conduct
in connection award and the army will fly
on tickets.
order.
rogether they "comprise a with taking a
17-year-old girl, an officer — Maj. Wiley Mcvital and surprisingly large who was
employed at the Garity, PMS of Savannah
achievement" in the public same company,
to the apart- High Schools, Savannah, C.
health field, he said.
a holder of this award,
ment of one of the men.
Under the Mental RetardaWhen representatives of the
tion Facilities and Community United Papermakers and
Mental Health Center Con- Paperworkers Union AFL-CIO
Three Memphians and a
All except Hill v‘'ere fresh- struction Act of 1963, Indiana Local 766, inquired of the
will be allotted on a match- company officials by letter
'student from Somerville,}men at TSU.
to
Mrs. Hill told the Tri-State ing grant basis funds totaling state the reason the Men were
Tenn., all 1963 graduates of
Students at LeMoyne col- Jean Lewis, assistant secre- high schools,
nearly
$3.5
million
for
buildDefender
that she received
dismissed from their jobs, a
were injured
If you've newly arrived, looking
lege have elected class offi- tary; Robert White, treasurer;
recently just off the Tennessee news of the accident from a ing facilities to serve the reply from the company stator the newest shows, the best
TV & Phono Combination
cers for 1963-64.
Queen Turnipseed, chaplain; A&I State University campus daughter, Miss Helen Hill, in mentally retarded and for work ed that the men were not
places to eat, a week end resort,
Mary Mayhue is president of James Lee, parliamentarian; when they
at the community level on fired but suspended pending
a
telephone
call
following
your church or synagogue. places
were struck by a
mental health problems.
the senior class and officers LeEleanor Benson, business car while walking
$4450
to shop or perhaps a house of
the outcome of the case before
in the the incident
associated with her are Net- manager; Robert Hambric, street.
apartment
read the
"Never
before,"
the
said
grand
Senajury.
Miss Hill, a sophomore at
Refrigerators
tye Rupert, vice president; sergeant-at-arms; Delois TolThe Union contends that the
the school, told her mother tor Hartke, "have we had a
The
Memphians
were
Ernest
Sadie Hollowell, secretary; bert, Hazel Walton, Lawrence
Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. that the four young men had Federal program aimed at incident did not occur on the
Harris and Sammie William- Mose Suggs of 1405 Warren, been to a dance and were strengthening the much-needed job not during work hours, $1995 to $499
son, student council delegates, a grrduate of Hamilton High struck as they were on their attack on these great sore spots therefore the paper company
Gas Ranges
in our public health program. does not have any jurisdiction
and Eula Brooks and Marian school; Louis Bingham,'son of way home.
In would be hard to over- over the matter.
Chapman, delegates to the Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bingham
Mrs. Hill said that her
Young Women's Committee. of 580 Wells, and Lawrence husband was planning to estimate the importance of the Out on bond are James $129$ to$345°
JUNIOR CLASS
Hill, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dave drive - to Nashville on the entry into this area for the Sweeting, 25, of 404-J Butler
PROW
Dinnette Table S. 4 Chairs
first time by the national St.; Frederick Hill, by, of 379
Junior class officers are: Sa- Hill, Sr., of 1414 Rayners, both weekend to see about their government."
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S. Orleans; John Henderson,
son,
graduates
who
Gwenof
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scheduled
president;
Use
Patton,
to
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rita
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Another of the recently pas- 20, of 635 Pontotoc ave., Jesse
hef•.
dolyn Fife, vice president;
Also hurt less seriously was enter the school as a freshman sed bills is the Health Profes- Johnson, 22
of 577-E Handy
A North Carolina insurance
Nan.
When
NURSERY
the
ITEMS,
next
Janice
quarter
secretary;
begins.
CHEAP
Ezell,
Clifford
Irma
Ballard, a graduate of
sions Educational Assistance Mall; Cordell Johnson, 23, of
agent has been installed as
A VARIETY TO CHOOSE FROM
Add,ose
Day, assistant secretary; Eddie the Fayette County Trailing
Wilson reportedly was the Act of 1963, aimed to increase 1372 Florida St.;
THERE ARE A NUMBER of ODS
the president of the Walker
Emmitt
ii City
Dale Ford, treasurer; Joseph school, who received minor worst injured, having suffered the number of doctors, dentists, Mason, 20, of 1562
AND ENDS, ALSO TO CHOOSE 'r
Cameron;
Homes Civic club.
,
1
P,OkS• bare tho Welcome Wagon
Harris, parliamentarian; Curtis injuries.
a brain concussion.
nurses, and related health and James Lewis, 23, of 276
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He is Michael S. Romby,
Iloslost tall on ins
chaplain, and Marilyn
COME
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!! 1 would ItIto to outturtbo to the
Butler St., (unemployed).
and he heads a slate 16 re- Carter.
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Mitchell, Delores Downey,
Sweeting said the teenage
D I ol000dy soloset,bo to tit.
cently installed by Frank KilLaura Lawrence and Carol
girl asked him to ride her
patrick.
2686
N. Watkins [ fill oat coupon and moil as Cortolation
delegates to Student
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Aside from Romby, the
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j Li
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'
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were leaving work on that
other officers are William Council.
SOPHOMORES
1
Saturday night (Oct. 12) "BeHughes, first vice president;
Officers of sophomore class
fore arriving home, she asked
Lawrence Johnson, second
me to take her to Hill's apartvice president; William Henry, are Clarence Mitthell, presipresvice
Datil,
Robert
dent;
ment which I did," said
third vice president; Mrs. J.
secretary;
Lewis,
Evelyn
ident;
Sweeting.
M. Britton, secretary; Mrs.
Riding with him at the time
Dora Tharpe, assistant secre- Verna Royster, assistant secrePresidents of some 150 busiwere Jesse Johnson and Hentary Mrs. Mary A. Wrushen, tary; Lawrence Garrett, chapderson.
financial secretary, and C. E. lain; Carl Maple, parliamen- ness, trade, industrial, profestarian; Brenda Yette, busiThe girl, Hill and Lewis
2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER
111 6.75 73
Ware, treasurer.
sional and service organizawere arrested by police about
Also Mrs. Virgie Mack, ness manager; Jerry Johnson,
MIXED
CASES
AT
A
CASE
PRICE!
questionreceive
a
will
tions
chaplain; Mrs. Henry Lewis, treasurer; sergeant - at • arms,
WEDDING SELLS
Her attendants were Miss 3:45 Sunday morning. Lewis
parliamentarian, Samuel Bir- George Pipkin; Neely Wil- naire from the Memphis PubItUd. l' %Rh \ h
On Tuesday evening, Oct. Brenda Robinson, a junior, was fined $51 for disorderly.
ge, sergeant-at-arms; Mrs. J. liams, Irene Turner, Debris lic Library's Community Re- 115, Miss Barbara Jean Hadley and Miss Linda Williams, a conduct.
'STOP
--a IND SHOP AT cENTR41."
Sweeting and the others had
• M. Peters, membership chair- Jackson and Dorothy Thomp- lations office this week asking I became the bride of Dorsey sophomore. They received the
been
arrested
at
their
homes
man; Mrs. W. K. Jackson, son, delegates to student counthem to re-evaluate present )Sanders in the home of her honors by poplar vote at the earlier.
membership secretary; Mrs. cil, and Cathelia Barr and Alparents on Middleton st. The polls conducted by the StuGoldie Hart, program chair- ma Johnson, delegates to services and determine what ceremony was performed by dent Council. The senior class
new ones would be valuable. Rev. R. L. Page, pastor of was in charge of other homeman; Mrs. Rasa L. Pulliam, Young Women's Committee.
benevolent chairman; Mrs. FRESHMEN
Drafted to include the ac- Macedonia Baptist church in coming festivities,
Freshmen officers are RodFlora Mitchell, benevolent coLANE'S HOMECOMING
'
tivities found in many cities Jackson.
chairman, and Mrs. Henry erick Diggs, president; Larry
A pre-nuptial party was
Keep in mind the date for
States,
Lewis, publicity chairman.
Miller, vice president; Claudia throughout the United
given in honor of Miss Hadley homecoming for Lane college.
Walton, secretary; Sara Baker, the survey can help the library and Mr. Sanders by Miss The date is Saturday, Nov. 9
assistant secretary; Wayne tailor its program to the spe- Carolyn Vaulx Saturday night with game time at 2:00 p. m. at
Off Milk For Life
Williams, treasurer; Ronnie cific needs of the Memphis at the home of Mr. and John Rothrock Stadium when The
Hughes, chaplai n: Marion business community.
Werthing on LaBelle street. Lane Dragons will meet the
MEIMERBY, England — Brewer. parliamentarian; Mary
include Miss Vaulx who is this year's Fisk Bulldogs. Many activiPresent services
(UPI)—As long as he lives, Daugherty, business manager;
telephone information, busi- "Miss Lane College" also serv- ties are being planned for the
13-year-old Keith Forrester will Frank Patterson, sergeant-atness and technical indexes, ed as one of the bridesmaids a I umea
never he able to drink milk arms: Myrtle Rankin and
It seems AS I can still smell
abstracts and directories. of the newlyweds, who took,
or eat anything containing milk. Frankie Matthews, reporters;
printed book lists in business the matrimonial vows on the the aroma of steaks as I think
The youth has a rare ailment Joyce Stitum, Mimmie Walevening.
Tuesday
of the delightful meeting of
and technology, program ma- following
that makes him allergic to ker, Joyce Walton and Vans
The bride, daughter of Mr. the Echoes at the home of Mrs.
terials, book exhibits, and
milk. He is not permitted to eat Watkins, delegates to student
Jackson
Hadley
of
Mrs.
and
Rosetta McKissack on last
speakers on library aids.
cheese, cream, cocoa, break- council. and Sandra Taylori
is a senior at Lane college, Saturday. The food was surfast cereals and most kinds and Rosie Tabor, delegates to! Projected services center majoring in elementary edu- perb and the afternoon of
around the needs of groups cation. The groom is a former
liof pastry.
women's committee.
bridge was most entertainfor accessible information on student at Lane college and ing with scores
running excivic activities and available is presently serving., with the tremely high.
assistance
in
speakers and on
United States Air Force, at
Bridge wizar d, William
developirig effective programs Biloxi, Miss.
Jones topped all, playing in
meetings.
for their
Among the guest attending the absence of Mrs. Bernice
the party were: Miss Connie Lucas. Mrs. Gladys Bronaugh
Lee and Fred Long, and was with us again for Mrs.
Mark Stansbury of Memphis: Annie M. Bond.
Miss Shirley Bennett of
Members present were MesBrownsville, Westley McClure, dames Vivian Bell, Vera
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Day Next Sunday

Prayer By Telephone
Is New To Memphis

Top Court Hears Arguments
In Barnett's Ole Miss Case

0

The pastor, members and 6f-,
ficers of the Mt. Moriah Baptist church cordially invite all
of their friends to attend the
WASHINGTON — (UPI) hours for arguments on the
Annual Young Adults' Day.
—The
Supreme Court faced Barnett case which involved
Sunday, Oct. 27 at 3:30 p.m.
the governor's role in the inThe theme is "Confronting the question of whether tegration crisis at the UniverYouths' Problems in a Chal- the criminal contempt case sity of Mississippi last year.
lenging World." Mrs. Geral- against Mississippi Gov.
Barnett's lawyers, Malcolm
dine Harris is chairman; Mrs. Ross R. Barnett must be tried
B. Montgomery and Charles
Estelle Cash, co-chairman; before a jury.
Mrs. Ernestine Rice, program
Before hearing arguments Clark, both of Jackson and
chairman; Thomas Doggett, on the Barnett case, the court both special assistant state atmusic chairman and Mrs. was to dispose of another torneys general, were prepared
Warliesse Horne, chairman of batch of petitions for review to argue that a jury is to.
The day promises to be one which piled up during the guired by both federal law
and the U.S. Constitution.
summer recess.
that will be unforgettable.
decorations.
The court set aside three
U.S. Solicitor General Archi-

In time of need, dial service this religious organizabald Cox, speaking for the
tion is available to assist
275-8079.
Justice Department, says they
requesting it.
are wrong.
Above is the telephone num- churches
Persons call for a prayber which will connect you
The government also wa.
the Leroy Caldwell In- er for themselves or someone
being represented by Atty
"Truly God is good to Israel, rough time with such a man with
Evangelist- else will not have to reveal
Leon Jaworski of Houston
even to such as are of • in the house. How did he go terdenominational
Madi- their names or addresses unTex., who handled the case
Olean heart." Psalm 73:1. about finding the solution? He ic Association, Inc., 1529
they wish to do so. Nor,
before it came to the Supreme
says "This was too difficult son Ave., where a person- less
NATURE OF PROBLEMS
have to make a
Court.
until I went into the to-person prayer room service will they
What better place can be for me
this work.
sanctuary of God." When he is available to all Memphians donation to support
Barnett and Lt. Gov. Paul B
found to get a solution to a
However, the Evangelistic
he was strangely im- by telephone.
Johnson, Jr., were chargeo
problem? Do you have a pro- arrived
Persons calling will be able work is supported by donaby the realization that
with defying an order of the
blem that begs for an ans- pressed
God was there. How he had to talk directly to someone tions.
Fifth U.S. Circuit Appeals
wer? The psalmist found that
and
problems
interested in
missed that holy place!
Court to cease interfering with
The organization was charthe was overwhelmed with a
prayer requests. Prayer rethe enrollment at Ole Miss
State of Tennesvery disturbing situation. His God cleared for him the quests may concern those who ered by the
said
we stood up for ourselves." of Negro James Meredith.
neighbors were free from every question concerning his ar- are ill, those with personal see Aug. 15 of this year,
nonThey also were charged
But local headmistress (prin.
difficulty, every problem, every rogant neighbors. They gave problems with which they the news release as "a
organization."
sorrow, every illness, as they the impression that all was cannot cope and those feel- profit religious
Miss Edith Webster with failing to preserve law
A request has been made
went along their way day by well on the inside. The psalm- ing a need for spiritual counsaid, "They (the children) all and order on the Universite
workers who
day. The psalmist looked on ist saw the disquietudes that seling and guidance though for volunteer
mix very well. Color is some- campus at Oxford.
or
day
a
can give an hour,
The case could mark a turn,.
and grew more envious each disturbed the minds and prayer.
thing they just don't think
Volunweek.
a
hours
moment. Why should God allow hearts of his neighbors. They It is believed that Memphis several
until people outside stir ing point in this area of crirn7
p
uboutunt
la
from
work
can
workers
teer
inal law.
the selfish neighbors to be were far from a state of mind is the "second place in the
trouble."
or from the
exempt from all of the distres- that one would desire. Why world" where such facilities their homes
In U.S. jurisprudence. crimh
ofEvangelistic
Headquarters
The
ses and pains? Why should he should one envy them?
nal contempt of court tradlt
are offered to the publi c.
Ave.
find so much that hurt and psalmist tnen saw a picture Prayer director is Charles B. fice on Madison
SOUTHALL, England — back the schools' white chilhas been an exception
tionally
Persons interested in remade him miserable? Thus he of the "latter end" of these Dill.
to the constitutional guarantitg
(UPI) — White parents in this dren and called for segregatservRoom
Prayer
the
ceiving
terrible
a
was
It
began to question the charact- individuals.
that "the trial of all crime ..
According to a report from ice or desiring to volunteer London
suburb
demanded ed classes for the newcomers.
scene.
er of God.
shall be by jury."
the Association, there are to help should call 275-8079. segregated schools because of Negro and Indian parents at
a
moment
awesome
Surely justice was having a In one
220,000 persons in Memphis
the influx of Indian and Ne- the meeting said they would
DETROIT— (UPI) — The
bad inning. Life was not fierce destruction came break- who are not affiliated with a
:•••••4441;;e604.1ser-oy."
.••
gro families into the town. not accept segregation, but Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
rataa
was
It
them.
upon
ing
worth living for him at this
church.
would begin evening classes
Surely
demonstration.
EdSir
Education
stropic
minister
moment. He did not care to
The telephone prayer servto explain integration prob- charges the Kennedy adminiUsher Board, DIKIC0f1.144•
ward Boyle, at a meeting with
stration with succumbing to
go to church for he could no one could envy people who ice will be available daily
Mother of Church,
lems to immigrant parents.
•
a
such
toward
plunging
were
turned
down
parents,
the
the
worship
expediency" in its
not engage in the
"political
Nurses, Missionary,
from 9 a. m. and will continsue
About
one-ninth
of
the
the
had
Why
end.
disastrous
iemand.
in
rights
confidence
his
since
Prayer Band
service
move to soften civil
hourly in the future as calls
phalmist become so bitter as increase, stated a news reGod had been shaken.
While leaflets reading "Brit. 55,000 persons in Southall are legislation to gain GOP supNylon, Dawson, Cotton. .
he had watched his neighbor? lease. It started Oct. 15.
Poplin, Sixes 5 to 32
•
ish schools for British chil- Indian or Negro.
TOWARD DESTRUCTION
port.
lang,Short end 44 Sleeves
,iren" were distributed out- One school here runs, specHis family must have had a The scene changes quickly. Aside from the Prayer Room
addressing a convenKing,
The man who now represents
BABIlt3 FOR WHIRS
side the meeting hall. Boyle ial classes in English instruc- tion of the, Michigan EducaAMR ONIAIIIIATIONS
so many of us now sees the
told the parents "there will be
Association, said he
tion
for
tion
Indian
Negro
and
He
himself.
actual status of
Lowest Prices Available
no color bar here."
thought it was "unfortunate
•
had
he
as
now
children.
sees himself
WRITE FOR ME CATALOG St)
Attorney General (Robert F.)
Boyle came here after a
never seem himself before. He
group of parents complained "The white are being dis- Kennedy went on record callnow sees certain inadequacies
11S Whitehall it., S.
701 If Sf.,N.L
that the Indian and West In- criminated against," Charles ing for a weaker bill than Washington
in himself and is ready for
2, D.C. Atlanta 3, Georgia
dian children were holding Blackwell, 66, said. "It's time came out of subcommittee"
RICHMOND, Ind. — Atty. self-criticism.
Cornelius R. Richardson of As the scene changes the Beulah Baptist Church, 2407
Richmond, Ind., will be hon- psalmist got an entire new pic- Douglass ave., will observe its
of himself. His constant Annual Woman's Day Sunday
ored during a special testi- ture
walk with God had made a Oct. 27. Theme is "Christian
monial dinner on Saturday,
new person of him. I wonder Women Meeting The Challenge
Nov. 9, at 6:30 p.nl. at the
if this is not a pattern for of the New Social Order",
Richmond Leland Motor Inn.
each of us. Life at no point is Rev. W. C. Holmes, pastor will
CHARLES B. DILL
The dinner, a tribute to without challenging points on
deliver a message at 11 am.
Atty. Richardson because of the part of each of us. The Mrs. Callie Stevens princi.
his outstanding contributions action of our neighbors and pal of Florida Street School
in the areas of fraternal and those about us should bespeak will be guest speaker at 3
civic organizations, is being that we should tty to p.m Miss Janet Lewis will
sponsored by the Indiana live a life of challenge. In talk on the theme. Guest
I.B.P.O.E.W., Onyx Lodge No. spite of the fact that our neigh- choir will be Cummings St.
479 of which he is a member. bors seem to enjoy the best Baptist church. At 7:30 p.m. a
In 1956 the oustanding In- of everything we should try to program will feature Mrs. W.
diana lawyer was a delegate stand up in the midst of our P. Scott as soloist. Mrs.
to the National Republican adversities to be a show plate Gladys Mayfield is general
Convention. He has held local, for God. This is the message chairman, Mrs. Ruth Graves
state and national offices in God wants to get over through co-chairman.
the Prince Hall affiliation of this challenging message as
Masons.
found in the psalm.
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With ALL-PURPOSE
ATTACHMENTS

Women's Day At
Castalia Church

worth

2,400 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
Redeem each & every coupon worth
100 Free Quality Stamps each. Add
2 full Saver books to your savings
of Quality Stamps! Coupon Series
#1 good thru Sat. Oct. 26th.
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—Quick Loans—

Annual Women's Day at
Automobile, Furniture
the Castalia Baptist Church,
Signature
1540 Castalia St. is set for Thom Is a r•ason why p•opl•
lik• to do busin•ss with us. You,
Sunday, Oct. 27.
The Pastor will deliver a too, will Ilk• our courteous treat.
dsielr• to h•lp you.
special mesage at 11 a. m. Mrs. mint and Thursday
and Friday
"Op.,,
Georgia Harvey will be the Nights Until 700 P.M.
guest speaker at 3 p. m. She
100
to
900
Saturday.
will be introduced by Mrs.
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Frances M. Hassell. Guest Home Owned
Hems Op•rotod
Artists will include Mrs. Maude
DIXIE
Scott, Miss Idella Blaketnore,
FINANCE COMPANY
Mrs. Claudia Wilson, Mrs. Eva
"W• lik• to say y•s to your
Hill and Mrs. Lelsie Allen. Mrs.
loan raqu•st"
Exarnin•d and Sup•rvls•cl by
Beatrice Bowen. will be misD•partm•nt of
Stat•
th•
of
tress
ceremony.
Insurane• and Banking.
The public is invited Mrs.
2 LOCATIONS
Gladys Shannon, is chairman,
Mrs. Mamie Gibson, co-chair- 16f S. Main, JA 7-8581
man and Rev. C. Mims. is pas- 152 Madison, JA 5-7811
tor.
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Facts On FARRIS
15 Reasons
1. Bilr Farris was the first Commissioner to appoint a Negro to on important
board of city government-Traffic Advisory Commission. Commissioner Farris
led in the appointment of a Negro to the Memphis Transit Authority.
2. When Commis: ioner, Farris took office in the Public Works Department,
January 1960, the following wage scale was in effect which has been increased
as follows:,
December, 1959 — October, 1963
• 1.30-1.85 per hr
1.01 per hr.
a. Sewage & Drivers
1.22-2.06 per hr.
hr.
.95
per
nce
Maintena
Street
b.
1.28-1.43 per hr
.97 per hr.
c. Sanitation Dept.
occur.
3. During Commissioner Farris' administration eight (8) pay raises have
pay.
in
increase
month
per
$40.00
tely
red in his deportment averaging approxima
hired
were
Negroes
nine
(9)
ation
administr
Farris'
oner
4. During Commissi
$60.00
as foremen, in December 1960 and now have received pay increases of
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William W.
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FIRE & POLICE
COMMISSIONER

Claude A.
ARMOUR

PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSIONER

Hunter
LANE, JR.

PUBLIC WORKS
COMMISSION ER

John Ford
CANAL E '

FIN.-INST.
COMMI SSI ON ER

James W.
MOORE

JUDGE CITY COURT
DIV. 111

B. L.
HOOKS

JUVENILE COURT JUDGE

Kenneth A.
TURNER

MEMBER BD. of ED.
POSITION NO. 1

E. W.
WILLIAMSON

1 1
±

gs

MEMBER BD. of ED.
• POSITION NO. II

Vasco A.
SMITH

MEMBER BD. of ED.
POSITION NO. III

Mrs. Lawrence
COE

MEMBER BD. of ED.
POSITION NO. IV

Hollis F.
PRICE

VOTE
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The Winning Ticket
SUPPORTED BY

Shelby County Democratic Club And
Ninth District Democratic League

VOTE
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No ID
Home Rule
Vote Nov. 7
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per month.
ing
5. When Bill Farris took office only 269 Sanitation workers were participat
ing in
participat
are
s
employee
740
now,
of
As
plan.
pension
t
in the departmen
to particithe deportment's pension plan. All hourly employees have an option
and inadvised
y
constantl
has
Farris
oner
pate in the pension plan. Commissi
this
about
brought
has
which
plan
pension
the
join
to
s
spired his employee
increase.
benefits for
6. During Commissioner Farris' administration life insurance
.
$2,000.00
to
$500.00
- employees have been from
the establish7. In February 1963, Commissioner Farris was responsible for
the employethat
so
s
employee
works
ment of a Federal Credit Union for public
at legitimate
loans
make
could
time
to
time
from
money
es who needed to borrow
rates.
interest
n Department,
8. Recently when some employees were fired from the Sanitatio
that some
attention
Farris
oner
Commissi
to
citizens and organizations .called
interview
y
personall
to
agreed
He
unjustly.
fired
were
of these men perhaps
(8) of
eight
and review the records of all employees involved. At present,

WHY

approximately thirty (30) men discharged have been rehired. Six (6) or seven
(7) of the employees found better jobs and preferred to remain on the new jobs.
Commissioner Farris still stands available to review the cases of all persons
who feel that they were unjustly discharged and to reinstate thos• who have
legitimate complaints which is all any fair minded person could be expected to do.
9. Commissioner Farris established unlimited sick leaves and two (2) weeks
vacation with pay including holidays in his department with overtime for those
working extra hours.
g
10. Commissioner Farris instituted the practice. of the department purchasin
the
In
progroat
resurfac•
special shoes for employees working on the street
e..
past, employees had to furnish their own shoes which were very experitv
of
na
practice
coaparatt
and
policy
a
ed
•stablish
Farris
oner
11. Commissi
iss4he
with the literacy program Which provided an opportunity for emplope.a.
Mid
department to learn to read and write. 'in this connection the deentlitnant
emfor
job
the
on
time
gave
and
s
instructor
provided
supplies,
for school
in
spent,
time
the
for
pay
ployees to receive this training without losing any
this
ef
e
advantag
took
t
departmen
the
in
s
class. Approximately 400 employee
opportunity.
nt
.12. Commissioner Farris has spent many years of his adult life in governme
and
d
backgroun
the
has
on both policy making and administrative levels and
ability to give the city of Memphis cooperative and forward government.
13. The White Citizens Council states that under no conditiori would they
support Bill Farris for Mayor and that he is completely unacceptable to them
as a candidate for Mayor.
under
14. Commissioner Farris cooperated fully with the other Commissioners,
that
efforts
tion
desegrega
peaceful
the
in
Leob,
Mayor
former
of
n
the oppositio
Memphis has enjoyed such as city buses, lunch counters, theatres, art galleries
•
and museums.
background
and
e
experienc
learning,
his
of
virtue
by
Farris
15. Commissioner
has all of the factors necessary to give Memphis good solid progressive

ment.
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FARRIS is The Thinking Voters Choice
Endorsed & Supported By
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The average young Negro is
afraid to be courteous. He's especially afraid to show signs of
respect and ordinary good manners in the presence of white
people and older Negroes. He
thinks his fellows will regard
him as an Uncle Tom . . . or as
chicken.
The 'result of this attitude is
a disgusting rash of "yeahs,"
and "news," and "hunhs," and
uhughs," and "un-uhs," and
"onk-uhs." The result of this attitude is a lack of the little graces
that people of common sense ordinarily extend to each other.
such as refraining from using
curse words in the presence of
women and girls and older persons . .. such as holding a door
open for a woman or a person
following immediately behind
one . . . such as saying "Good
morning," "Good afternoon," and
the like.
Of course, it is to be admitted
that in. far too many instances,
too many young Negroes have
never been taught the simple
rudiments of politeness and good
manners. Their parents before
them didn't know them or ignored, or resented the rules.

yAn•liCit•Ill

Notional Adeertis,ng Repr•sentetives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC. -3)0114411eme Avenue, Her Ye,k

17, N Y.

SERVING I 000 000 NEGROES IN THE III STATE AREA

A

Elect Ben F. Nooks City Judge
ican Legion, Negro Junior

/n the Sept. 28 issue of the
Tri-State Defender, we editorially urged a local Negro lawyer
to offer himself as a candidate
for a judgeship in Memphis City
Court, Division III. Responding
to the urging was Ben F. Hooks.
who is presently an assistant
public defender, who has served
well since his appointment
March 1961.
SI11
The Tri State Defender enbad doses BEN F. HOOKS for city
wortl judge — because we feel that
mom,
go t he is well qualified to be a city
not judge.
A native of Memphis, Hooks
serva
God is a product of Booker T. WashTOW ington high school and LeMoyne
His college as well as DePaul University Law school in Chicago.
He has taken a keen interest
in the civil affairs of Memphis
since returning from the U.S.
Army where he spent more than
two years. He has been the vice
RI( president of Bluff City and
Corn, Shelby County Council of Civic
Richr clubs; officer holder in the
ored
moni
Nov.
Richr
The full story of the ordeals
Thi and hopes of the Negro in the
Atty. American setting has never been
his
porin th given its proper dramatic
civic trayal. But when "An Untold
spons Story that Time Forgot" hits the
I.B.P silver screen, it will be the most
479 o stupendous, the most awe-inIn spiring and thrilling representadiana tion of its kind that has ever reto t ceived professional cinematic
Cony treatment.
state
This picture will show — in
the 1 color on the wide screen — the
Ataso
countless contributions that the
Negro people have made, in
peace and war, since his transplantation from his native Africn homeland to America in 1619.
Hollywood producers are said
to be feverishly excited over its
prospects. "The Negro Story,"
says one big producer, "is one
that fairly cries to be told. I
would be moat happy to help in
its production."
4-1 Commenting on the same
theme, another producer reqi)a counts the impact a study end
review of the synopsis of the
proposed film had on him. He
believes the filming of the "Untold Story" will do much to
bring into sharp focus the attitudes of the races of mankind
toward one another.

Ma
Out

Amei
Chamber of Commerce, Masonic
Lodge, American Legion,
Knights of Pythias as well as
served on the Boards of Gorine
College of Cosmetology, YMCA
Griggs Business college, Owen
college and vice-presiden.t-treasurer and co-founder of Mutual
'r'ederal Savings and Loan Association, and many, many more.
Atty. Hooks' educational
qualification speaks for itself.
His community work has been
outstanding. His civic interest
in Memphis cannot be questioned. His business experience is
evident. His emotional stability
has matured him with a judicial
temperament.
Atty. Hooks is the best qualified of all the candidates running for the position.
Without hesitation we endorse, support and recommend
for all citizens to elect BEN F.
HOOKS city judge in the Nov.
7 election.

The Untold Story

i

The great conspiracy in academic circles to distort or suppress the dramatic roles played
by the American blackman in
the upbuilding of this civilization, is at last being exposed.
History has been silent, mute on
far too many eventful chapters
in America's survival in which
the Negro sacrificed his blood,
the last measure of devotion, to
nourish the tree of democracy.
Today, after a hundred years,
the story is being told in its fullness and historical perspectives.
It is a gripping narrative, full of
pathos, and occasional humor to
relieve the strain of tragedy
mixed with melodrama.
Yes, America needs to know
what this film is saying. America needs to have the world
know the true story of the
American Negro. This revelation might change the black man
image in the eyes of America
and in consequence the American image in the eyes of the
world. This filming is under the
sponsorship of a group of outstanding citizens who want to
reverse the verdict of one-sided
history.

Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stokes
Are You A Voter?
:Jany volunteer workers
s pen d many hours contacting
many citizens encouraging them
to become registered voters just
before political campaigns. However during campaigns little if
anything is said about going to
the polls on election day to vote.
Only half of the job is done
when citizens register to vote.
They must vote to become full
participators in electing public
officials. It would appear to me
that a lot of volunteer work is
done in vain if registered voters
' fail to vote.
Ideally speaking. it should be
unnecessary to urge citizens to
be interested enough in their
government to be vitally concerned about who represents
them. We are not dealing in an
ideal situation, therefore I urge
every candidate, every campaign
worker — both volunteer and
paid — every registered voter to
include in their campaign
speeches a line about voting on
election day.
ON ELECTION DAY
Few, if any of the candidates
I have heard speak during this
purrent campaign have ask their
audience to "Be sure to vote on
Nov. 7."
Candidates should compose
catchy slogans on voting. Such
as "If You Don't Vote, You're
of Little Political Note"
All citizens—and Negroes in
particular—can slove a lot of
their problems by demonstrating
a keen interest in Voting on
Election Day.
Among the most severe critics of elected public officials'
conduct are non-voters.
r Let us take a brief look at
, the situation in Memphis. Ne-
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OF GOOD MANNER
But the Negro loses when he
gains a general reputation. for
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friendliness... a direct result of
due to the fine record of their
good manners.
domination of their League and
Too many younger Negroes
their victories in the previous
have been misled into believing
two Series.
that a display of bad manners
After all, it must be realized
is a sign of independence. They
that, in a short series, anything
think a display of a defiant,
can happen. When I was with the
attitude is proof that they
nasty
by
defeated
were
we
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Negroes" determined
"New
are
we
them five of the six times
on the so-called
thru
carry
to
played them. The outcome of the
"Negro•revolt." They have been
Series can be decided by a break,
unfortunately encouraged by
here or there. All I have to say
too many unthinking older Neabout the Yanks is to remind
groes that a display of mean,
fans to look at their record. For
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uncouth,
a
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Those Pleasing, Amazing Dodgers
LIKE ALMOST everyone els,
I know, I was greatly surprised
at the superior Dodger pitching
power which took the West Coast
team over the top in four straight
games of one of the most exciting
Series in history. I had no doubt
that the Los Angeles boys were
powerful, but had no idea they
would be able to maintain such
consistency in their pitching.
In the enthusiasm which always follows such a victory, I
was sorry to hear people coming
to the conclusion that the Yankees are not a good team. It seems
to be a habit of many people,
when you run into defeat once in
a while, to forget all the wonderful things of the past.
In my opinion, the Yankees
have the best infield the game
has ever known. They turned in
some great performances, but it
was just one of those situations,
with every possible break going
to the Dodgers. The Dodgers
played so superbly that you've
got to say they deserved every
break they aot.
There is no question that they
are splendid champions. One
can't find enough praise for their

ALFRED DUCKETT

determination and drive. I feel
vindicated in having predicted
that the victory would be won
through pitching superiority and
speed.
AT NO TIME were the Yanks
out in front and, with the exception of two games, they were
never in it. This, in itself, was an
indication of the overpowering
Dodger strength. Outside of the
pitching, it was interesting to
note that a different man helped
the team each day in its unerring
progress toward triumph.
Dick Tracewski, for instance,
got in only because of an injury
to McMullen. While he was not
overpowering at bat, he turned
in some fantastic plays from second base. Jim Gilliam, who is one
of the great, unheralded players,
played third base as if he owned
it.
This remarkable guy never
seems the slightest bit disturbed,
regardless of what happens. We
can't say much about the hitters.
It was strictly a pitchers series.
It is my belief that, in future
Series, the opposition is going to
be running up against this same
strong defensive pitching for a
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ALWAYS COURTEOUS
Well, from here in the "Shadows," it is not conceded that
it is necessary to display one's
dirty linen in public to establish
the fact that one wants equal
opportunity and respect as a
human being. It is maintained
in the "Shadows" that an individual can be just as determined
and effective in any fight while
observing the rules of common
decency, as anybody else. Joe
Louis had one trait that endeared him to the world when he
was the top heavyweight boxer.
He was invariably courteous
to all his opponents . . . even
while knocking their cups off
with his hammer-hard fists. The
"Shadows" maintains that young
Negroes can be even more effective in their Freedom fighting with the sensible use of a
secret weapon .. that is not so
"secret." The secret weapon is
a sensible application of courtesy.
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LARGE WORLD
Negroes through more than
20 generations in this continent
have used courtesy as a means
sf survival. And that does not
mean a servile, crawling attitude. Most folk regard servility
as false (which it is) . • . and
resent it. But nobody resents
evidence of genuine good manners, and a proper attitude.
Somebody needs to help
spread the word around that as
Negroes move into the larger
world suggested by legalized integration . . . they will find
quicker acceptance by clinging
to the rules of ordinary good
sense, tact, courtesy, and good
manners which Uncle Tom
found so survivally effective.
Otherwise, they're gonna miss
a lot of opportunities! Hear ye!
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WHEN, a year or two ago, I predicted that if the Amencan people were given the opportunity to vote, by secret
ballot, on the matter of full and equal rights for Negroes,
it would be overwhelmingly negative, my friends pooh-poohed the thought. They ergued that fundamentally, Americans
believe in fair play and justice and that although a majority
may be opposed to intermarriage and perhaps to a lesser
degree to integrated public schools which they feared would
lead to intermarriage, they would certainly favor equal job
opportunities and the equal right to the use of places of public accommodation.
One night, a group of us had dinner together and then
stayed on to the wee hot.rs of the morning arguing the point
and I found myself practically alone. One argued that the
deep religion of the people would guide them and that "right
always triumphs (in the end)." Of course, he did not take
into account that et the moment he made the statement
practically all southern churches would turn away a Negro
resuppliant and many northetn churches would admit
luctantly and without the spirit of brotherly love and might
even seat him in an isolated location.
During the last week we have read of the arrest of two
colored and a white girl who had the temerity to think that
they would be welcome to worship with a white congregatlon. Many religious leaders, both clergy and laymen, have
made an honest effort to bring the brotherhood concept into
their churches. But, for too frequently when the matter has
beeo brought officially before church boards or the entire
membership, the vote ha.; been against Negro acceptance. It
is my opinion that there would be more such votes if they
were secret. It does take courage for a professed Christian to
stand before other professed Christians and advocate discrimination against Negro Christians who are also supposed to
be brothers.

READY ... SET...(SNIP)... SHOP
Officiating at the ribbon-cutting ceremonies for the
new ASP Super market at 48th and State Ste. were (left
to right) M. E. Pierce, vice president of the food store
chain; Mrs. Myrtle McKenzie; A. L. Foster, Chicago Defender columnist and president, Cosmopolitan Chamber of

Commerce; Aid. Ralph H. Metcalfe (Third tVard ; the
Rev. William A. Johnson; and Burton Hushes. the new
store's m•nager. In background are a few of the shoppers
who crammed into the store on its grand opening day.

Home Mortgagin° g Increases
e Buildmg Remains Same

A unique program that has training classes will be in.
'
saved Cook County taxpayers creased immediately to throe
thousands of dollars and prom- so that 100 men can be trainises even greater savings in the ing at all times.
immediate future is nearing
Robert E. Samuck, cab comthe conclusion of its first year
president, said tripling
pany
of operation.
has two
It is a three-way cooperative the training program
upgrade the
effort between the Cook Coun- objectives: to
and to inty Department of Public Aid, quality of drivers
of men to
the Urban League and the sure a steady flow
fleet of
Yellow Cab Company to train operate the company's
men on public assistance rolls 2,166 taxis.
This is an outstanding exas drivers of taxis.
cooperaA total of 407 men have been ample of what close
relief
graduated from the program tion between a public
industry
since its inception in Novem- agency and private
can accomplish toward reber, 1902.
lieving the current high relief
Raymond M. Hilliard, dicosts to taxpayers.
rector of the public aid deAn outline of the program
partment, announced on September 30 that single driver is enclosed.
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King In Showdown With

SOCIETY

B'ham Princes Of Bias c

Merry
Go Round

Negroes and whites took
BIRMINGHAM, Ala.—(UPI)
—Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. newspaper advertisements to
returns to Birmingham this express their views on the poweek for a showdown with lice desegregation crisis.
A full-page ad signed by 114
Birmingham officials in his
demand that the city's police prominent Negro lawyers, docforce hire Negro officers by tors and businessmen, expressed support for King and
Tuesday.
King, in an address at Wes- his lieutenant, Rev. Fred
ieyan University in Midaie- Shuttlesworth.
The Fraternal Order of Potown, Conn., repeated his
threat to lead "larger and lice — a white organization —
more determined demonstra- ran an advertisement saying
tions" than ever if 25 Negroes that Negro policemen would
are not hired by Tuesday's be harmful to the police force.
deadline.
"We, the undersigned are all
He is scheduled to return proud to endorse and support
here for his confrontation the leadership of our friends,
With Mayor Albert Boutwell. Martin Luther King, Jr., and
who has flatly refused to meet Fred Shuttlesworth in our
King's ultimatum.
common struggle to make
Boutwell has said, however, Birmingham a better place for
the city is considering hiring all its citizens," the Negroes'
Negro policemen and the City ad said.
It called for empoyment of
Council is expected to issue
a report on the matter today. a "substantial number of NeKing told his college audi- gro policemen" and said, "We
ence he considered Birming- believe that such action by the
ham the "symbol of hard- city is a reasonable first step."
The Fraternal Order of pocore segregation."
"If we can crack Birming- lice said "it may be true that
ham., we can crack the whole the failure to hire Negro posegregation system in the licemen could be the 'excuse'
South," said King, who led the for more demonstrations. Howhuge demonstrations here this ever, if they didn't have this
spring which resultod in more for an excuse,. they would
than 2,500 arrests.
find another."

By MARJORIE I. ULEN
•••■•amaaa•nama

Your columnist is indebted lege; Western Kentucky State
to Miss Ramelle Eddins of College, Lincoln Institute, Ten1176 Cannon Street, for the nessee A. & I. State Univ.;
following coverage material of Anderson College; Catherine
, the recent inauguration of Dr. Spalding College; Morehead
Carl McClellan Hill as the State College; Murray State
Seventh president of Kentucky College; Alice Llyd College;
State College at Frankfort, Univ. of Miami; Bellamine
Icy., on October 11, at the Bell College; Univ. of Kentucky,
Health and Physical Education Ashland Center.
The scholarly event was also
Building on the college camauspicious with the delegates
pus.
The colorful occasion was at- of learned societies and astended by many out-of-town sociations present, including
friends of the Hill family, in- American Association for the
cluding Miss Eddins - a former Advancement of Science;
'chemistry student of Presi- Kentucky Education Associadent Hill, Dr. and Mrs. Stephen tion; American Chemical SocieWright, Dr. Wright the presi- ty; Association of State Unident of Fisk University; Presi- versity and Land-Grant Coldent Jerome H. Holland of leges; American Alumnia CounHampton Institute; Mr. and cil; American Association of
Mrs. William Fort of Meharry University Professors; AmerMedical College; President and ican Council on Education•
Mrs. W. S. Davies of Tennes- Beta Kappa Chi Scientific
Counci
see A. & I. State University; Society; Joint Alumni
Miss Frances Thompson and of Kentucky; The State DepartNEW CO-ETTE OFFICERS
Education.
Mrs. Ritter of Tennessee A. ment of
liamentarian; Linda Hargraves, chaplain; Veda Reeves,
New Co-Ette Officers — Among the bevy of lovely high
& I. State University; Presi- INAUGURAL EVENTS
business manager, and Brenda Sawyer, co-journailst. Not
school girls who were elected to offices in the Memphis
dent Hill's father, sisters and The inaugural events includshown are Angela Flowers, second vice president; Priscilla
chapter of Co-Ettes Inc., are these officers who will help
brothers-in-law Rev. W. F. ed academic sessions and
Marr, third vice president; Jacqueline Young, social secrePilot the chapter in the coming year. Seated, from left, are
Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Cooke, and social affairs, including a Fritary; Carita Harrison, assistant social secretary; Lynne
Mae Olivia Byas, treasurer; Wandra Johnson, secretary;
NASHVILLE — The Fisk ances and mobilizing public
Mr. and Mrs. Hewitt and fami- day morning event when houseuniversity chapter of the Col- opinion and for solving disLien, assistant treasurer, and Julie Saville, co-journalist.
Twyla Miles, first vice president; Myrna Williams, presily of Richmond, Va.; and Mr. guests and a few out-of-town
legiate Council for :he United putes through quiet diploma(Withers Photo).
and Mrs. James Wade and friends had breakfast at the
dent. Standing, same order, are Maudette Brownlee, parNations held its inaugural cy, which helps to avoid
their grandchildren, Carla and president's home prior to the
meeting recently in the In- global conflict."
Debra Wade of Cleveland, inaugural program at 10 o'clock.
ternational Students' Center
Others on the program were
Ohio; and Pres. Hill's former The charming wife of the
at the university with stud- Wilson Q. Welch, professor of
pastor of the Presbyterian Pres. Hill, Mrs. Mary Elliott
ents from all colleges and uni- religion, who gave the invocaChurch in Nashville - The Hill was smartly dressed in a
two-piece black wool costume
versities in the area present. tion; Dr. L N. Jones, who
Rev. Alexander.
Giving the address was Mil- welcomed visitors; Mrs. Orpha
Other individuals and groups suit with a black felt hat bandwere
Nearly
200
persons
it."
stitute for
on 0. C. Haynes, a Fisk Schrag, director of the Inpresent at the inauguration and ed in leather and a mink
he
concluded,
Thursday
morn"Last
of
all,"
present last
junior and Tennessee state ternational Student Center,
social events were Former stole; her daughter, Doris was
ing to hear William A. Cle- "you must believe in your chairman of the CCUN. His who made the introductions,
president of Kentucky State smart in a brown tweed suit
The fifteenth annual ses- A. Hamblin as the host pastor. ment, president of the Nation- product and study it. If you
with
beige
accessories
and
topic was "Pro Patria Per and Miss Mary Bryson, ScarDr. Rufus B. Atwood and Mrs.
sion of the Tennessee Regular Dr. A. E. Campbell is presi- al Insurance Agency and a are going to sell it ,you will
Orbis Concordiam." Haynes ritt college; Mrs. Arville
Atwood; members of the Board fur.
Missionary and Edu- dent of the Convention.
Baptist
The
inaugural
luncheon
folvice
have
to
study
and
drill
in
its
president
and
agency
didiscussed the functions of the Wheeler, president of the
of Regents of Kentucky State
cational State Convention
The theme of this year's rector of North Carolina Mu- techniques."
United Nations as a "debating Nashville chapter of the AmerCollege, including Mr. Wendell lowed the program at 12:30,
along with the Women's Aux- meeting will be "Freedom tual Life Insurance company, Insurance, he said, is only a society," which
Underwood
Studheld
in
the
he termed a ican Association for the United
P. Butler of Frankfort, the
liary will be held at the Through Christian Religion," spell out
the five "Allies of matter of "selling money for "positive and effective charac- Nations, who made remarks.
state superintendent of public ent Union. The luncheon was
Golden Leaf Baptist church and the theme song "Oh! Success."
future deliverance at the time teristic," since it becomes "a
instruction; Ex-officio Chair- attended by delegates and outLloyd Greig. vice 'president
Oct. 28-Nov. 1, with Rev. L. Freedom."
forum for education and per- of the Student Council, was
Clement was winding up a when it is needed."
man C. Vincent Barr; Rev. H. of-town guests and friends.
The meeting, attended by suasion for ventilating griev- chairman of the meeting.
Sunshine Bands will meet on goodwill tour which had carWard of Frankfort; Louis P. Here the speakers table was
McHenry, Hopkinsville; Ray B. beautifully decorated with fall of Mrs. Forestine Lewis. They Tuesday morning, and that ried him and Charles Davis, agents, assistant managers,
Moss, Pineville, Ky., Rev. flowers and colorful leaves. were much impressed and mar- night will be Choir Conven- executive director of NIA, to district managers and other
Homer E. Nutter of Lexington; Among the special guests at veled at the great change that tion night. Ushers Convention Richmond and New Orleans insurance
personnel, w as
and Mrs. Craig Schmit of the table were the president's has taken place in our city will be featured on Wednes- where they had spoken to sponsored by Union Protective
father, Rev. W. F. Hill, Dr. and since they lived here thrity day night.
Shelbyville, Ky.
representatives of member and Universal Life Insurance
The delegates of colleges and Mrs. Wright; Dr. and Mrs. W. years ago. They were guest This year's Convention will companies. •
companies and held in the
S.
Davis;
the
Dean
of
the
colof honor at the palatial home
Universities throughout t h e
The insurance executive recreaton room of Universal
be
climaxed
with
J.
L.
CampJACKSON — Lane college
Lincoln High, E. St. Louis,
lege,
Dr.
David
H.
Bradford,
of the George Isabels. The
USA, represented 87 institubell Night at which $10,000 is told the audience that the Life.
will administer the 1963 CoIll., Dec. 13.
tions, including Lincoln Univ. who presided; and Dr. Jerome Otis Browns, niece and nephew
five
allies
of
success
Harold
Whalum,
included
actuary
for
expected to be reported to
operative Intercollegiate Ex- Central High, Kansas City,
of Mo.; Univ. of Kansas, Univ. H. Holland, who gave the ad- of the Tylers and the Davises
determination, vision, discour- Union Protective, served as amination Program for the
Mo., Dec. 14.
at their clear the mortgage on the J. agement, hard work
of New Hampshire, Howard dress. Music was rendered by also entertained
master
of
and
ceremonies
for
the
L. Campbell School of ReUnited Negro College Fund,
Application forms may be
Univ., Morehouse Colleg e, the men's chorus and girls' beautiful home.
study.
program.
0.
T.
Turner,
agency
Inc., at nine testing centers obtained from high school
Univ. of Illinois, Hampton Inst. glee club, directed by Carl H. Mrs. Lewis was also a most ligion.
TAKES
HARD
director
of
WORK
Union
Protective,
The guest speaker will be
in five states during the month counselors, participating cols
Allen Univ., The Ohio State Samith.
gracious hostess to several
Persons engaged in the life and Gerald Howell, associate of December, and students who leges, or by writing The ColUniv., Syracuse Univ., Wel- Following the luncheon the friends as she complimented Dr. T. J. Jemison, pastor of insurance business, he
agency
director
of
said,
Universal
wish to compete should reg- operative Intercollegiate Exlesley College; Univ. of Arkan- president's reception was held her week-end guest, Atty. Nel- the Mt. Zion Baptist church in "should have a
burning de- Life, were co-chairmen in or- ister before Oct. 31.
amination Program, 22 E.
sas, Vanderbilt Univ., Harvard at the Alumni House. The table son Willis of Idlewild, Mich. Baton Rouge, La., and secre- sire to succeed,"
ganizing
the
be
affair.
able
to
here
was overlaid with a with a delectable dinner on tary of the National Baptist
Examination centers a n d Fifty-fourth Street, New York
Univ., Yale Univ., of Pennsylvisualize
and
explain
to
the
maderia
linen
cloth
cenand
the dates are:
22, N. Y.
vania College, The Univ. of
October 11, held in her lovely Convention, USA, Inc. Music prospect the benefits
he will p
Merry High, Jackson
An examination fee of three
North Carolina; The Univ. of tered with fall flowers. Punch home which was the scene will be furnished by the choirs.
receive
by
planning
for
the
and
delicacies
were
served
as
Tenn.,
Dec.
2.
dollars should accompany
Ministers speaking on freeVermont; University of Tenf the smart dinner party.
years ahead, and have the
Hollow ay High, Murforms which are mailed to the
nessee; Univ. of Louisville; Many friends and guests drop- Mr. Willis is the only Negro dom will include Rev. J. F.
capacity to accept discouragefreesboro, Dec. 3.
New York office by Oct. 31.
Union Theological Seminary ped in to shake hands with procesuting attorney in the Estes, "The Place of Freedom
ment so that he may enjoy
After the deadline the fee
Rosenwald High, Trenton,
in Virginia; Nazareth College; President Hill, Mrs. Hill and State of Michigan. He is also in the Christian Religion";
success.
will be four dollars.
Dec. 4.
The Univ. of Michigan; Centre others in their party.
a trustee of Tougaloo College. Rev. A. E. Freeman, "The
Members
of
Greater
New
Mrs. F. R. Porter is director
Carver H i g h, Columbia,
College of Kentucky; Univ. of For the reception Mrs. Hill Other guests at the dinner Freedom that Christ Gives"; "The master word for suc- Salem Baptist church, 1189
of testing for Lane college.
Dec. 5.
Virginia, Indiana Univ.; chose a smart black velvet party were Mrs. Arbrie Turner, Rev. T. M. Henderson, "The cess," Clement said, "is hard Mississippi, have planned "an
Easom high, Corinth,
Georgetown College; New York suit and chic white satin Mrs. Jewel G. Hulburt; Miss Price of Freedom"; Rev. S. work, and there is no sub- appreciation services" to honor
Dec. 6.
University; Oberlin College, blouse. Her daughter Doris Irma Braxton, Atty. B. G. Townsend, "The Glory of
the pastor and his wife, Rev.
Central High, Evansville,
Tulane Univ.; New York Univ. wore a blue-green wool crepe Jones, Atty. B. L. Hooks and Freedom," and Rev. C. Crawand Mrs. C. B. Brown, from
dress.
Mrs. Stephen Wright Edward Davis.
Ind., Dec. 11.
Albion College; Dapauw Univ.;
ford, "Building a Free ComlOct. 23 to 27.
Sumner High, St. Louis,
Marshall Univ., Duke Univ.; wore a beautiful printed silk CO ETTE OFFICERS
munity."
Guest ministers will consheath
dress
and
jacket;
and
Mo., Dec. 12.
Univ. of Missouri; Taylor Univ.;
duct services nightly, with
The president's annual mesThe approach of fall is oftMiss
Ramelle
Eddins
wore
a
Univ. of Iowa, The Univ. of
Rev. 0. C. Collins of Progresflere's blessed relief from tortures of vaginal
times heralded by busy groups sage will be delivered on
itch, rectal itch, chafing, rash and eczema
Wisconsin; Univ. of Minnesota; gold brocaded two-piece dress, and organizations laying the Thursday evening.
sive Baptist church climaxing $1,000 For $280
Music will
with an amazing new scientific formula
latter
were
the
houseguests
Tufts Univ., Culver-Stockton
called LANACANE.This fast-acting, stairs
The first report to the the celebration with a speech
foundation for their year's be furnished for the program
less medicated CrMt kills harmful bacteris
College; Louisville Presbyte- of the Hills.
at
3
o.
m.
Fund
Sunday,
Oct.
27.
Raising
program
for
work.
by
Included
in
this
the
active
choir
of
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) lift,MS while it soothes raw, irritated and
Columbus Baprian Theological Seminary: The joint inaugural-corona- circle is the Memphis Chapter tist Church.
nfiamed skin tissue. Stops scratching—Is
Mississippi Industrial colllege The public is invited.
— San Francisco postmaster mixed,
healing. Don't suffer another minute.
Lincoln Univ. of Pa., Bethel tion ball highlighted the oc- of the Co-Ette Club, Inc., as
Miss Ada Fields is publici- John F. Fixa announced that ties
was made at the headquarters
IANACANS today at all drus mons.
College, Michigan State Univ., casions of the day. The pro- they elected officers for 1963ty chairman.
in
Holly
Springs,
Miss.,
on
the
Post
Office
will
auction
Berea College; The Southern gram included a magnificent 64 recently.
Wednesday night, Oct, 23. The
off $280 Oct. 30 — and it
Baptist Theological Seminary; procession of royal attendants, The officers of the Memphis
program was initiated by
lhopes the high bid will be at
Wheaton College; Massachus- resplendent with pageantry. Co-Ettes are president, Myrna
Bishop Norris S. Curry.
least $1,000.
setts Inst. of Technology; The grand court included Williams, 1st vice president,
The theme for the evening
The money, consisting of
Vassar College, Purdue Univ., young ladies and their escorts Twyla Miles; 2nd vice presiwas "The Role of the Missis280 uncirculated silver dollars
Kansas State Univ., Atlanta representing all organizations dent, Angela Flowers; 3rd vice
sippi Industrial College in the
dating from 1884-92, was sent
Univ., The College of The on the campus including soro- president Priscilla Marr; seEducational Development of
through the mail. However,
Bible; Cornell Univ.; Fisk rities and fraternities.
cretary,
Young
Wandr
a
Americans
in
Johnson;
the World
the receiver rejected the coins
Univ., Univ. of Kentucky; The procession was a sight social secretary, Carita Har- Leisure is expanding, but we Today."
because of scratches and the
Univ. of Maine, Boston Univ.: of beauty which began with rison; treasurer, Mae
Guest speakers were Miss M. Mt. Gilliam Baptist church,
Olivia in the United States don't
Bennett College, George Pea- the signal of trumpeters, the
know how to play. This is the L. Monroe, state director of 1029 Raymond at., plans to post office paid off about
Byas;
assistant
treasurer,
Lyn$1,000.
body College, Knoxville Col- honor guard, grande court, ne Ulen; chaplain, Linda
Har- thesis of Waiter Kerr's book, the program in Louisiana, and observe Women's Day Sunlege, Meharrv Medical College, Niisiting royalties, Miss Ken- graves; parliamentarian, Mau- THE DECLINE of PLEASURE, Rev. C. H.
Shyne,
also
from
Oct.
27.
day,
Featured
speaker
Union College, Radcliffe Col- tucky State and attendants, dette Brownlee; co-journalists, to be presented Thursday, Oct. Louisiana, Rev. E.
L. Siggers, at 3 p. m. will be Mrs. H. H.
lege; Arizona State Univ., crown bearers, flower girls and Julie Saville and Brenda
929 S. Third St.
Saw- 24, at Cossitt Library's Mississippi state director, serv- Culpepper. Mrs. Geneva ComStanford Univ., Central State candle bearers.
"Lunching
with Books" pro- ed as master of ceremonies. ing is chairman and Mrs.
3635 Lamar Ave.
yer;
business
manager,
Veda
The scene of entire court
College.
gram. Mr. Townsend Wolfe, Pledges and contributions to Emma Spencer is publicity
Reeves.
4750 Millington Road
Still other colleges and uni- was a historic sight of beauty;
pointing
and
drawing
The first meeting of the fall
instruc- the college were made during chairman. Rev. E. Bates is the
versities represented were the feminine representatives in
or the Memphis Co-Ettes was tor at the Memphis Academy that evening.
pastor.
Teachers College, Columbia, white formal gowns, their held at the home of Dr. and of Arts, in reviewing the
book,
Univ., California Inst. of escorts in white tie and tails.
will include the approach the
Mrs.
J.
S.
Byas,
1352
South
Technology, Delaware State President Hill, in formal at- Parkway
East, when their author suggests for discoverCollege, Winston-Salem State tire, presented the sceptre.
daughter, Miss Mae Byas was ing, again, the human possiCollege, South Carolina State Mrs. Hill chose a white crepe
hostess. Miss Byes was assist- bility for joy in play.
Colege, Sweet Briar College; sheath evening gown entirely
ed by her mother, Mrs. Byes, A New York drama critic,
Bethune - Cookman College, studed with crystal beads. The
and her aunt, Mrs. Aubrie Kerr feels we have been
Eastern Kentucky State Col- president and his lady sat on
caught by the 18th century
an elevated stage during the Turner.
Benthamite doctrine that
Miss
Erma
Laws,
the
Coceremony, after which they led
"value depends entirely upon
the grand march which in- Ettes' sponsor and advisor has utility." So
we patronize the
cluded the queen and her long been acclaimed for her arts not for
the pleasure they
court, the minute waltz follow- untiring work in guiding high can give but
for the usefulschools, and for other comed by dancing.
ness of knowledge either
Cars Or
The long and eventful day munity organizations in which about
the art form or about
Used Cars
came to a glorious end. . . she has been and is associatourselves.
with guests leaving quietly the ed.
next morning. Dr. and Mrs.
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Miss Eddins is a member
4. Innerspring Mattress * Crosstown Store
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DINNER PARTY
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Open
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Stopped like Magic
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BUY U.S. BONDS

EARN and LEARN

WAITERS, BARTENDERS, COOKS, ETC.,
You Can Earn $100.00 A Week
Working Part time!

Buy Your
1964

Luncheons, Dinners,
Cocktail Parties, Etc.,

From Us

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD

SAVE geI home

BENNIE'S C. at D.
CATERING AGENCY

MIDWEST
MILK
AT
YOUR FOOD STORE

CART HOME SAVINGS!
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OPEN A.M.to 9 P.M.
FREE DELIVERY
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Official's Daughter
Weds,Holds Impressive Wedding

ary and Chicago.
!Stephenson - Shaw Funeral
• ••
. . P• Clemons of h 'Home in charge.
- The stork visited the home
Thomas Rhodes and John Church of God in Christ of
•• •
tif Sgt. and Mrs. Johnny TerDlirliam attended installation North Cairo held baptizing
Mr. and Mrs. Henry T. WalYy, Jr. They are the proud
parents of an eight pound, services at Giles Post in Chi- 'services here.
lace announce the marriage of
7 ounce boy. He was named cago.
1
their granddaughter, Annie
•••
Ronald Terry.
Elwanda Timberlake, to
Christ Temple Cathedral Church was the setting I The mother of the bride rontly organist for the college
•••
Griffen Cockrell and Eugene
George Curtis Harris. Cere- of impressiv
e nuptials uniting in matrimony Carlotta i wore a gold lame dress, accent- choir.
Sick list: Florence Okens, Williams visited Ada Carnor •
PERU
mony wis held at Christ TemConic and John Randall. The happy bride is the daugh- ed by a veiled beaded hat and
The groom, an architectural
Rosie Lee James, Sallie As. while she was ill in St. Charles
ple Church,
ter of Bishop and Mrs. Major R. Conic of Los Angeles, igold shoes. The groom's moth- designer, is a former student,
By M. L. CROSSLAND
kew, T. G. Merriweather, Ar- gospital.
•••
. •••
Calif. Bishop Conic is presiding bishop Of the Christ ;er chose a bidoff-white of Western Reserve Universiter King, Mrs. John Thomas
,
Lloyd Reed of Kokorno suf- Senv,ices for Willie Mae
jersey dress and a veiled pleat- ty in Cleveland, Ohio and the
end Lola Mitchell.
Temple Holiness USA Church
St. Johns AME Church held fered a skull
fracture in an Brooks were held at Mt.
ed chiffon hat. Both mothers grandson of the late Rev.
of God in Christ.
a conference and dinner re- automobil
church. The bride's table was wore orchid
e accident recently. Pleasant C.M.E. Church .the
EMPIRE
.
corsages.
Louis Randall of Cleveland.
cently.
•••
Rev. Charles Winfrey offici- , Randall is the son of Mrs. heavily laden with various
By DONALD E. PENDLETON,
The bride was graduated
•••
The couple is now at home
ating. Interment was in An- Theresa Dryer of Cleveland, delicacies on a table decorated from
Charlie
Morris
attended
the
Hirsch
High School and l in Los Angeles, Calif. Another
'
.. The Union Baptist Church 1 James Hurd presented thil Purdue-Notre Dame football derson Cemetery with Bledsoe Ohio. The young couple was with silver tapers and other attended
Tougaloo
College in reception was given for them
married here during the conWave a musical program lea- St. John Church building fund'game in Lafayette.
Funeral Home in charge.
green and white furnishings. I Jackson, Miss. She is cur- there.
turing the Traveling Stars of with $2,000 in memory of his .
Services for Etta Brooks vention of the Church of God
wife Maude.
Depolis.
were held at Mt. Pleasant in Christ.
•••
• ••
C.M.E. Church, the Rev. M. H. The Rev. A. J. Perkins, pasMrs. E. Jackson visited her I Ethel Harding of Elgin was q ,,,,te
Burnette officiating. Burial tor of Zion Temple in Detroit,
parents in Depolis recently. the guest of Ertha Banks re- " %Ville
was in the church cemetery officiated at the ceremony and
rently.
Her father has been ill.
By CLEY JOINER
with Bledsoe Funeral Home in final blessings were rendered
,
•
•••
on the couple by the bride's
charge.
Funeral
services
for Jessie
SLOCOMS
father.
Pearl Cook. Blanche Cren-'
!Jandren,
By A. L. STEPHENS
72. were held it Johnson
The bride and groom repeatshaw. Mrs. Wilbert Johnson
ed nuptial vows amid a lavish
i and Tommy Hunter attended : New Zion M.B. Church where By CORTLAND R. RHEA
a Claude Copeland of
Miami !funeral services for Hunter, he was a member for 50 years.
decor of candelabra, palms and
308 E. Myrtle Ave.
'"'' rted his parents, the Oscar uncle,
cut flowers. Nuptial music
Eddie Hunter, in Oaks Rev. M C Cot officiated.
Lapelands.
is
.
He
survived
Rev.
and
Mrs,
by
S.
S.
a wife,
Hodges was provided by Herbert WilPark.
•••
.
1Clister: one daughter, Joanat of Hamilton, Ohio's Pilgrim son, tenor soloist. His selec.• •
. The Oliver Stephens family
Ifour sons, Shakespeare. Baptist Church were visitors tions were "Because,"_. "The
The John Reids of Morgan
Went to Florala with Amanda
George, Fred Leigh, Banditti in the city recently.
Lord's Prayer," and "Oh,
were Aurora victors recently.
Lee.
•• •
'four grandchildren; and a faPromise Me."
•••
•••
ther who is 104.
Dr. E. S. Kilgore. a dentist. Immediately before the bride
Mary Dade entertained
Martha Broadwater of Fort
•••
Is now a member of the local and her father marched down
Walter, Fla., spent several members of the "Silent WorkW. C. Fonder's daughters, Chamber of Commerce. He be- the aisle the church choir
days here with Addie Mae ers Club."
Hazel. Osian and Mary Ellen, comes the second Negro to be- sang the "Bridal Chorus."
Gilmore and other relatives. , Sick list: Faye Brid, Eugene gave him
The bride chose for her weda surprise birthday. come a member of the John'Smith and A. Gibson.
e •*
son City Chamber of Coin ding a gown of white chantilparty.
Martha Moore of Miami
Math.
ly lace over net tulle. Her
PULASKI
spent several days with her
Dr. Kilgore is a member of scalloped neckline was emStarkvil
le
husband's parents, the Eddie
the trustees of the St. Paul broidered with pearls and
Marie Lipe has returned
Dixons.,
A.M.E. Zion Church. president sequins as was her head piece
By LEANDY MOORE
ft em a vacation in the North.
.i:Some of those attending the
of the Johnson City Progres- which secured a yell of silk
•• •
Florida and Alabama State
Minnie Bell and daughter, sive League, business manager illusion. The bridal bouquet
The Earl Loves were called
Minnie Mahan of St. Louis, for the Pro-To Club, a mem- was fashioned of white orchids
Singing Convention were M. , to
Chicago because of the
,were here to attend the funer- ber of the Johnson City NA- and streamers over a Bible.
L. Long, G. E. Keith, Mrs.
continued illness of their sisQuincy Miller, Mrs. Pokie L. ter,
al of Georgia Kate Kyles, a ACP, and member of the „Bettie Conic served her sister
Thelma Love.
'niece. They were guests of a Steering Committee of the as maid of honor and
Kirkland, Amer Lee, Boyd,
• ••
other
nephew, Willie C. West.
Maxine and Gladys Stephens.
Johnson City Council for Corn. bridal attendants were Billye
Maudie B. Hill visited here
•••
munity Concerns.
Hopkins, Jettie Flakes, Evia
with her mother, Stella Bell.
•••
Mary Neely died in her
Simelion of Jackson, Miss.,
•••
home after a long illness. The
A vocational Training Debora Brown of Chicago
Sarah Dukes has opened
SAVANNAH
the S. and D. Coafectionary funeral was held at Sixteen School here has been inte- Heights, Genieve
McInnis,
Sect ion M.B. Church with grated.
By HELEN McKAY
Beckey Beasley of Indianapon Highway 51.
•
•
•
Rev.
J. D. Johnson officiating.
olis. Ind., and Saundra Nance
•••
;?,'The Links will sponsor the
• ••
•
The Paul E. Coones and the of Indianapolis. The bride's
Ebony Fashion Fair. "Amen- Sick list: Walter ripe and
Charles,
Bobby, George and Dillard Coones were in Mars I younger sister, Elizabeth Concena," on Oct. 21 at Savannah Dalton Wade.
Willie C. West, Jr. of New Hill, N.C. recently for the ic, served as junior
bridesState College. Terri Springer
York City were home last homecoming.
maid.
arid other models will be feaVILLA RIDGE
•••
week to attend the funeral of
. Their dresses were fashiontitred.
Pauline Beard was in Ab- ed of irredescent blue taffeta
A.
Wallace J. Burns, Raymond their aunt, Georgia K. Kyles.
•••
ingdon, Va., to attend funeral with embroidered flowers and
M. Burns and George A. Floyd
Smiling newlyweds. Mr. and Mrs. John
groom is an architectural designer and his
The Travel Club of the West of
services for her brother-in- a scalloped hem line. Their
Chicago v.,cre recent guests
Randall (Carlotta Conk), prepare to cut
Broad Street Y.M.C.A. will ;of
bride is organist for Tougaloo College's
law.
hats were blue round circlets
their mother, Susie D.
the first slice of their elaborately decoonsor a trip to Washington, Floyd
• ••
choir. They reside now in Los Angeles.
of matching blue tulle secured
rated three tierred wedding cake. The
C. on Nov. 27 and a holiday ,
••
William Malone of Chatta- With tailored bows.
tr,qa on Dec. 28.
By C. A. AGNEW
nooga, a manager of the North
Dr. A. L. Robinson, District
Flower girls were Vicki
•••
Deputy Grand Master; Willie
fesaional Workers.
Funeral services for Luther Carolina Mutual Insurance Thomas of Indianapolis and
The PTA of Cuyler Junior
Childress, Worshipful Master Mercer of 10-D Lincoln Courts Co., was in the city for one of Cynthia Collins. Their frocks
Another Girl Scout national
High School organized a citithe
company's meetings.
of Lily of the Valley Lodge; were held at Maple Spring
were of white silk organza
board member, Dr. Dorothy B.
zenship committee to urge
•
•
•
G. A. Cross, Grand Treasurer; Baptist Church, the Rev.
and on their heads they, too,
Ferebee of Washington, D. C.,
P. T. The 35th
registration and voting by all
and Prof. J. G. Hopkins, past Northern officiating
anniversary of Rev. wore tailored bows.
has been nominated to another
. Burial V. S.
Avrents of school children.
Redd
of Grace Temple
Deputy Grend Master, attend- was in the church
John Randall of Detroit,
term on the board after hav•••
cemetery Church was
ed the annual session of Prince with Stephenson-Sha
Mich., brother of the groom,
observed here.
A Negra college student Fla. Oct. 21 through Oct. 25. ing served as a member for the
w Fu•••
The annual Every Member Hall Grand Lodge
served as best man, and other
past six years.
in Chicago neral Home in charge.
from Chicago will describe the Also participating in the
anvass Supper meeting of recently.
A male choir from Morgan- us er-groomsmen were
Dr. Ferebee is medical servFred
Mercer was a member of
convention, which represents
.5t. Matthews Episcopal Church
influence
ton.
a
of
Girl
N.C.
Scout
ices
•••
gave
director of Howard Unia musical pro- Jackson of Los. Angeles. Ed.
Maple Spring Baptist Church,
three and a half million girls
aidvill be. held on Oct. 21 at 7
gram
at
Mt.
versity
sponsored
ward
and associate professor
Olive Baptist
trip abroad on her and adults,
Hicks of Norfolk, Va.,
Rev. S. S. Patterson and chairman of the Deacon Board,
will be Dr. Jeanne of
W.m. in the parish house.
preventive medicine at
Ralph Moore of Cleveland, career and future plans as
members of Shiloh Baptist a veteran of World War I, a Church recently.
L. Noble of New York City.
•••
The Right Rev. Albert S.
Howard's
College of Medicine.
Lawrence
Boyd of Los An- one of the highlights of the She is associate professor of
Church of Cairo and Rev. T. member of Williamson Trice
'atuart, bishop of the diocese T.
Mrs. E. M. Chunn attend- geles. James Beasley of Indian- 36th national convention
Turner and members of Post No. 31 of the American
of the education at New York Uni- Participating in a convention
ed an N.11,A. Confab in Sweet- apolis, Phillip Lyees
Of Georgia will be the guest First Baptist
session is Miss Ethel Harvey,
of Indi- Girl Scouts of the USA.
Church of Olm- Legion, and a member of Maversity and a member of the
gtcjaker.
water, Tenn., recently.
anapolis, and David Burney of The delegates, more than national board of directors of of Washington, D. C., who is a
sted worshipped with Mt. Zion sonic Lodge No. 235.
•••
Cleveland.
8,000 men and women from Girl Scouts. Dr. Noble will be teacher and also an outstandChurch. Rev. Patterson preach- Survivors include his wife,
The Langston High School
'Hoax'Test
Willie Taylor, Jr. was junior all parts of the country, Puerto one of the speakers during the ing Girl Scout leader.
ed the sermon.
Henrietta Mercer; a son, Jen•••
YEOVILTON, England —
flings Mercer of California, football team defeated the usher and Don Jones served Rico, the Canal Zone, Europe sessions as well as at the preGeorge Clemin High School as ring bearer.
South America and the Far convention meetings of the As.
(UPI)---,•Rear Adm. Philip Gick
Ada Mae Cross visited rela- and a daughter.
team of Greenville, 13-12.
BakerBetty Joe Rudd, Patricia East' will convene in Miami, iodation of Girl Scout Pro•••
ordered 30 sailors to stage a lives in Joel-son, Tenn.
•••
and James Wilson lit
lioak ban-the-bomb sitdown I
Services for Jennie Butler Newborn
:he candles at the beginning of
ontside the Royal Naval Air 011ie Watkins and daugh- were held at Cain Creek BapW
By ARCHIE WOODS
the double ring ceremony.
V
Station here "to test how the ters, Christine and Elizabeth, tist Church, Rev. A. E. Freestation could deal with an and Fannie Thompson have man officiating. Burial was in
Those attending the Fifth
The lavish reception was
emergency."
returned from a vacation in the church cemetery with ,Sunday Rally at Rock Springs
held in the lower chapel of the
MONTGOMERY, W. Va. — Louise Cabelle, Mrs. Clara
13—Correspondence
were Alvin Wiggins, Archie Thella Juanita Woods became Tyler;
Clubs
and Earl Woods, Mary Scott, the bride of Walter Alfred Ty- Mrs. Susan Dillard, Mrs.
Cary Walker, Mary Watkins, ler Jr., in First Baptist Vivian Allen, Mrs. Desoree
ARE YOU LONELY?
Charolette Dougla s, Mary church, with the Rev. E. L. Pyburn and Miss Jacqueline Write Prestige Friendship Club. P.O.
Box 6564. Chicago, Illinois. 60680.
Davenport.
Rucker and William Bullard. Johnson officiating.
LONELY, HE HAPPY.
JOIN THE
•••
The bride chose a white silk
Also attending were Mrs. American Club. BOI 757. Gary,
Dewitt
Watson's parents peau de sole, bell-shaped, Phyllis Dillard of Philadel- Ind. Send for Information today.
were in Newborn over the short gown for the ceremony. phia. Pa. and Mrs. Lillian Mc- LONESOME!? NO NEED TO HE. Send
are & type friend you seek with Si.
It had a Hack neckline scal- Fall of Nashville, Tenn.
weekend.
ft sill be published In our monthly
newnpspet. OR ,
Subscribe to our
loped in la's.' and traced with
• ••
monthly newepaper with name, & addream.. of lonssorn• individuals.
Ola Scott of Dyersburg, vis- seed pearls.
12
lesues St. RUSH today, Rt.-Mirka.
Her matron of honor. Mariited the L. Scotts.
Bog 1082, WeshIngton, D.C.. 20023.
lyn Davenport, was atti:Id in
• ••
30 -Female Help Wanted
George Jones of San Diego pink. Best-man was Wayne
is visiting his mother, Mary Da venpor5
MAIDS N
in $65 *5 TICkell
The brothers of the bride,
sent Jobe
M & M ages,
Brovh, and sister, Tennie
Jessie. Jr. of Philadelphia. Pa.. Martin Handy, organist of 210 Poet Ave Westbury. N.Y.
Jackson.
the
Englewood
GUARANTEE
Apostolic Faith
D N.Y LIYE-IN MAID
and Joseph Woods of Toledo.
•••
lobe. 535 - 355 wk. Far. advanced.
church, 1140 W. 59th Street, Mallory
Agency, Lynbrook
NI,Y
Hortense Ferguson of Haiti, Ohio, were ushers.
A reception was held im- was honored in an appreciati
Mo. and Arlene and Betty
on 11 Male Help Wanted
mediately
following the cere- service last Saturday evening
Cole of Hall were guests of
mony. The bride's parents, before a capacity audience. .
Charlene Hamilton.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Woods, Master of ceremonies was
honored friends and out-of- Willie Ellis and program par"1 1,1)
town guests by serving them ticipants included: The Radion
a sumptous wedding break, Choir of Gary, The Holly and
Wanted to sell retail
Is
fast.
Ivy League Youth Choir, the tbe Memphis market Weadvertising
paY 25 Per
Out-of-town guests f r om Pentecostal Mass Choir, the pant and 30 per rent contract COM1111SsfOn on the dollar
Charleston, W. Va. were Mrs. Indiana ave., and the Pente- The New Tri-State Defender
Maryland Ave. Baptist Ethel Woods, mother of the costal Youth Choir.
236 8. Wellington St.
Memphis Tenney...
Church at 8058 South Mary- bride; Mrs. Margaret Woods, Soloists were: Mrs.
Dorothy
land Ave., will honor Chicago paternal grandmother; Mrs. B. Jackson, Mrs. Della
M. Col- 112—Spiritual Advisors
Baptist Institute with a spec- Besale Wadcly, maternal lins, Mrs. Marliene
Oatea and
STOP! I AtOlt! 11111TEI
ial "CBI Day Service" Sun- grandmother, and Miss Attha James Strong. Miss Lo
1301t1'S POtolti.SM Ill REAV
t tie
P. O. SOX 61863
day morning, October 27, at Harris.
Ware did a dramatic reading.
St. LOUIS 15, Mo.
11 o'clock.
Outstanding personaliAttending the wedding from
A JUDGE'S DILEMMA
PRAYER
The Rev. D. D. Clay, host Chicago were Mr. and Mrs. ties present included: Bishop
Pamela Tils; and Dorothy Jordan. Judges will have their
These young pretties decorating the Chicago Daily DefenHELP
YOU '
pastor, is a dynamic young George Allen, Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Holly, Elders Arthur M.
1/45W WHAM! GT
riNp T PRAYER
candidates
Harvest
Queen
(1.-r.) Anita
S.der staircase are
hands full trying to pick Michigan Festival's third queen.
minister and an ardent de- Charles TFIPT, Miss Lindau Brazier, 0 d ue Akiness and
wonders
work
you Sister Jonas.
can
Beverly Day; Barbara Jean Neat. last years queen;
votee of education,
Tarr, Charles Tarr, Jr., Mrs. 0. C. Gorman.
•
Dos 7752. Chi01/0 SO. III.
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At Girl Scout Confab
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. a. Wedding Attracts
A Number Of Chicagoans

Classified Ads

Church lion ors
Music Director

Church To Present
'CBI Day Service'
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Big Ben Bolt

DONALD DUCK

SA
YOU GORE
AT ME?

HELD,ANDY.

NO,
SIR.

lve6
JUST A MINLITE;
I'LL 'Ser...OKAy;
GO AHEAD...HE'S
JUST PLAYING
IT ESACK...

-

' SHH...UNCA DONALD Is
VvICT1NG A SPEECH
TO GIVE TO HIS CLUB'

. TO SEE HOW IT GOES...
NOTHING COULD CMS-TURES
HIM NOW!
illiP
E

OKAY; I'LL
PLAY my
NEW ROoRcA

RA1
NA:
Fl
a tu
pred
100flat,
nes
ran
age

DON'T SEE WHY.1TELL BIG
LIES.FiNE FOLKS LIKE THEM
AIN'T GOIN'TO WASTE TIME
wORRYIN''DOUT LIARS
LIKE ME,

READY TO COME HOME,
SON? AUNT MAMA AND
UNCLE THADDEUS WILL SE
m;F*11-Y WORRIED.
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-rHE CISCO KID

BRICK BRADF9RD

5E4ORE5, ISE ALERT AND KEEP )OUR wEARONS
READY!!JUT PLEASE RENEmaER THERE 514ALL
BE NO EHoortNG uKTIL I. GIVE THE SIGNAL!

BRA‘.0, CI5C0')CVRE A GOOD
LEADER!,AX KEEPA COOL HEAD
ABOUT

WOW! LOOKS LIKE PANG NEAR
EVERYDODYS LEAVING TOWN!

YEN! EVERYBODY
BUT ME AND >GU!

0
'
7

'
7".•,-E PLANE COA/T/AluSS NOQTAi Aeon,
THEY LL PROBABLY'
DO YOU THINK
,
GPoT US, €51...rT T14115
WE'LL. GET THIROUGH
RAN yHOLILID PREVENT
-Neg. RAGAR NOTZ
ANY ACTUAL.
CONTACT!

11-IE RAIN KEEPS LIP
1-1EDGEHOP IN AND
OUT WITHOUT ANY

TKouSLE!

SWOAZT TWO LATIPAZ,... A 6.4.5.4.< AV The,
WOATAJOAE,...
PUT L.J5 DoWAI
HIS AIRSTRIP....
l BELOW!
THEIZe ,
OuICIO-Y!
THAT'S clz.Ek,n-AND's

ed
Yea
ed
has
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jecti
beer

LA50RAYoRY!

den

„.!
ir,f6A/AeA/6 Aar kiEc-it-'OPERATION CHAOS

tF THE PLANE IS
READY, LET U5
THE WEATHER IS IN
PROCEED!
Qua. FAvOR...,THERE MALIBE RAIN AND T1-1UNDERSOUTHERN
51-10w6RE IN THE
PART OP THE FLORAE:A
PENIN5ULA„..

THE MARSHAL WON'T DO
A THING,CISCO.' WILL Yai
LEAD THE. POSSE?

. AND I SAY ,F WE PONT
ROUND UP THOSE OUTLAWS,
O MAN, WOMAN OR
CHILD IN THIS TOWN
WILL BE SAE!

A SA/ORT TIME LATER A LAS'AlTPLANS
7AIS" TWO R.60 C.A4W.C5O
A CL./844A/ AiA25TZ/P„,

e
.

IT AGA05 NORTAI FOR PAS COIST
,ccaeg",4,- HAI-AWAY AC../..0S5 771S,
,
.P7-5
07/ZA/TY 00.R.O.e./A4 Ir.
RA/A/5TOIZA4..-.
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ETTA KETT

HENRY

HUM -DE-DUM!'
OH,BOY.!' WHAT
A DAY TO BE
ALIVE."

A

1
GEE,MOMS.'!
DAD'S N A
PERFECTLY
TERRIFIC
MOOD.''

THE DOCTOR
GAVE HIM
PILLS TO
QUIET HIS
NERVES!

7 HE'S BEEN A
N,N,REcK ABOUT
BUSINESS -

Col
ver
je:
Asking
Wert
fror
rin
gua
the

GOES?

wa

Lo

ETTA'S NEXT
000Q PHONING OURS IS OUT
OF ORDER

be
Ha
wi
of
ate

ANY WAY YOU CAN
Put ON A SWITCH -50

WHAT F-IAPPENED _
DD SHE WEAR irout?

IP A CONVERSATION
GETS TOO LONG,
CAN JUST CLICK ITOFF

ga

7*
.1
1
• 'rr

•
POPEYE

SECRET AGENT X9

•

SO YOU'RE
THE SAILORS
GIRL FRIEND?

YES,
You
13EAsTI

HEN! HEN! I THINK 'I KNOW
HOW TO MAKE THE SAILOR.
TELL US WHERE HE HID
THE SECRET INVENTION!

t4rt
swallowed up

WHAT'S IT GOING TO SE 7
II

Ill du6t,and Ms

FREAK44-FRIED GIRL FRiENti
OR DO "A:)U -TALK ? PTr

StrotS go wild...

DANGER! SotING CAVIAR
TALK,oR YOUR
GIRL. FRIEND GETS
DUNKED)!

I WILL NOT TALK!
PROMISED TO GUARD
THE INVENTION Wry"

e,mr
cg

NOW YOU CAN ALL HELP
CLEAR TIE TRACK AND GET THIS
TRAIN ROLLNE INTO KILSYLE!

THE PANPP-5 ARE GETTING
MAY CANT Amowe 5toPn4EmC

ME LIFE!!

ba
Le

THE 6UARD IS STILL
Al-PR, bur HE WONT STAY
THAT WAY LONe WITHOUT
DOCTOR!

ce
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ed
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Felix The Cat

Felix The Cat

I ADMIRE A MAN
WHO CAN WORK
WIll-I HIS
1-1ANDS!

A

OA GONNA BE LATE, KITN:
OUGTER 6c2T SOMETI.IIN&
CAUGHT BEIMIgEN
1415 TEE11-1;
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Tigers Stop Central
State;Stop Rattlers

• SPORTS
HORIZON

By EARL S. CLANTON III that fizzled on Tennessee
State's four. With first and
NASHVILLE — Senior quar- goal on the four, Central fumterback Dave Boone opened bled on the Flemming-Guyton
up with an aerial blitz that handoff and Lang recovered
mill
ENium
By BILL LITTL
paved the way for Tennessee for Tennessee State.
State's 16 to 7 conference vic- "The boys played a great
A &I's cinder stars Ralph Bostory over the Central State game," coach Merritt beamed
RATTLERS INVADE
Wilma
and
ton, John Moon
NASHVILLE
Marauders before 5,000 home- after getting back in the win
up,
rounded
be
Florida A. & M., featuring Rudolph could
folks last Saturday night.
column, "I am proud of them."
could
quartet
mercurial
a halfback that track veterans a fine
The John Merritt-coached
"I aril especially pleased
assembled.
run
the
be
predict someday will
Big Blues, now 2-2 on the sea- with Boone's calls and Lang
ROLES
HAVE
NS
MEMPHIA
in
dash
9:0
seconds
100-yard
son, had their most productive impressed me with power
flat, invades Nashville, Ten- The last time Florida took
night in knocking Central to running," Merritt continued.
nessee to risk its national its lumps from State, Bluff
the bottom of the conference "But when it comes to passing
ranking (small colleg e) City players on the Big Blues'
and took a 1-0 tie with Ken- the long ones, we could stand
against Tennessee A. .Sz I. roster played significant parts.
tucky State for the Midwest- some improving."
In a wild scoring match. Faye
State university:
ern Loop leadership.
Next week the Merritt.
When the Rattlers take the Mitchell and Jesse Wilburn
Held scoreless for the first
for
powered crew takes on the
leaders
field Saturday night, it will were the rushing
and third periods, Tennessee
Florida A&M Rattlers in Nashbe their first grid appearance State while Chicago Bears'
State marched 81 yards in ville: Jake Gaither's Diamond
in the Volunteer State capital halfback Willie Gallimore was
plays as Boone hit Mitcheight
Backs will be coming to W. J.
since 1944. Florida and the the chief Florida threat. Bob
ell for long gainers with the
Hale stadium undefeated.
State Tigers have met twice Crawford, currently serving as
first quarter running out.
SUMMARY
recently in ';Gator Land;" in assistant coach at Carver High
FIRST TD
CS
TSU
the Orange Blossom Classic in school, was the starting
The Big Blues moved to First Downs
13
18
1956 at Miami, and last year quarterback for TSU. Wilburn
157
Central's 15 opening the sec- Net Rush Ydg. 217
is an assistant at Melrose.
in Tallahassee.
ond
101
from
fullperiod
where
205
Pass Ydg.
Famed Jake Gaither, honor- Mitchell, after several pro
14
beak Israel Lang bulled his Passes
23
ed in 1962 as "Coach of the tryouts, proved fruitless, and
to
way
in
6
and
the,
nine
residing
Charlie Pasres Completed 12
Year" when his team was rat- was last heard
Powell squirted through tackle
1
0
Intercepted
ed number one in the nation, California.
ACTION IN PREP LEAGUE
for the game's first touchdown Punting Av.
3-33.5 3 32.5
has keyed the Rattlers for this Former Memphis Prep
are
Lion's 1%illie McGowan 1521. Also seen In this photo
with 14:14 remaining in the Yards Penalised
17' 2
50
contest with a two-point ob- Leaguers could once again be
Action in Prep League — James Clark (821, Carver Cobra
second period. Fletcher Smith SCORES BY QUARTERS:
the Lion's co-captains. Claude liumphrey (501 and Bobby
jective: First, the Tigers have the villains and help dent the
end, is seen taking a pass in the second quarter on the
toed the first of two extra Tenn, State
Barney 1301. The Lions defeated the Cobras 7 to 2. (Billy
0 14 0 2-16
been a long time nemesis shining armor of the favored
Lester Lion's 35-yard line in one of last week's prep
points.
Duncan Photo
despite a Florida victory last visitors from the "Land of
Central State 0 7 0 0— 7
later Clark held on to the pigskin
Seconds
games.
league
The Marauders countered by
season. However, foremost on Sunshine". Tackle Charles
and zipped down to the 28 where he was stopped by the
the Rattlers' minds is that Harris, a Manassas graduate,
marching 93 yards in 10 plays.
20
2
3
Melrose
Moton,
their last defeat came at the holds down a starting berth
3 2 20 Their drive, kept alive with
Mitchell, Manassas
hands of a John Merritt-tutor- with three years' experience
3 0 18 a pass interference call that
BTW
Porter,
ed eleven,.who is the new Ten- behind him.
3 0 18 moved the ball from Central's
Carver
Epps,
nessee State mentor. Merritt Howard Finley who matric47 to Tennessee's 27, was capled Jackson State College to ulated at Washington last
ped by a scoring 26-yard pass
per3 22-0 Orange Blossom win season as an all Memphis
play from Wayne Flemming
former, made his college debut
over FAMU last December.
to Jerry Clayton knotting the
firFinley
one.
Olympic track hopeful, bul- an auspicious
game 7 to 7 with 9:06 remainGAINESVILLE, Fla. —
let Bob Hayes, is symbolic of ed the winning touchdown that
ing before intermission.
in
Brown
Carlate
Morris
a
off
staved
Lester
the Rattlers' blinding speed. up-ended
Jim
— A high school footaffair.
(UPI)
family
a
mpleting
paydirt
passing—co
with
,
Boone's
Washington
Booker T.
Hayes, the world's fastest State's opener in Atlanta, Ga.
punt 25 ver threat with the loss of a
died here yesterManassas
a
player
returned
the
ball
yards—set
205
for
23
12 of
after
human, is Uncle Sam's track A large Memphis delegation its offense in high gear
yards to the Tigers' 40. Brother safety in defeating Carver 7
stage for 235-pound Lang's 114 day from a head injury rearchover
trek
the
to
make
roughshod
victory
first
expected
running
s
the
1964
Lions'
for
Olympic
security
Willie carried the pigskin to 2 for the
gaining yards and ceived Friday night.
SOUTH BEND, Ind. — (UPI) ground
o Nashville to witness the rival Manassas last week be- three times; an Ester pass to of the season in league play.
Games in Japan.
Tennessee's second touchdown.
Wayne Pridgeon, 18, a star
A great halftime show is game. It has been rum,ored fore approximately 5,000 fans, Mel Porter placed the ball on Bob Bonner plunged over — The Rev. Martin Luther
Starting from their 47, Boone
Chiefland High
already assured with the two that Dudley Field, the site of
three, and Jim knifed the goal line from the left of King, integration leader, will hit Mitchell for a first down, halfback with
the
November
its
to
closer
moved
unconscious
institutions' crack marching Vanderbiit's home game s,
touchdown. the football in the third speak at the University of then Lang chalked two first School, had been
the
for
through
undethe game with Cross
and
since
bands slated to perform. With might be secured to handle an 1st showdown date with
touchdown
That
quarter.
Dame.
PASSER BLITZED
downs and finally bulled his City. He was the son of Mr.
by Notre
scored
Hayes on hand, if Tennessee expected record turnout.
feated Melrose, • who was
Proceeds of King's talk at way over from the two-yard
The Warrior defense, a pro the conversion
for
and Mrs. P. G. Holder of
up
stood
equally as effective in swampHayslett
Sylvester
Stepan Center Hall on the stripe for thk tally that gave Gainsville.
type four-man line yielded big
defent
ing Douglass before another
hard-fough
a
in
Lester
university campus will go to the Big Blues a 14 to 7 halfof yardage rushing but
Doctors at the University of
packed throng. Lester sur- chunks
Carver scored its the Southern Christian Leadthe feared Manassas passing sive battle.
time edge.
Hospital said Pridgeon
Florida
trapwas
vived a weird course of events
Bonner
when
safety
he
ership Conference which
halted. Tiger quarterback
COLLECT SAFETY
died of a brain hemorrhage.
zone
end
to beat Carver for its first was
Lester
the
in
ped
heads.
Wesley Mitchell completed
Puttin icing on the win, The boy suffered the injury
league win of the season.
the game.
King receives an official the Merrittmen dumped Cen- when tackled by a Cross City'
only one pass, a fourth quar- late-in
With Douglass and ManasS
Frank
STANDING
Mayor
LEAGUE
welcome from
ter screen pass. William Miller
tral's Washington Guyton in player with less than two minsas virtually eliminated after
WLT Pct. Bruggner when he arrived at
two passes to give I
in the game.
last week's results, Melrose completed
his own end zone collecting a utes remaining
to
traveled
and
airport
its
the
Manassas
pass-minded
5 0 0 1.000 the
Melrose
opening the final The back of his head hit
The 1563-64 edition of Coach Philander Smith College of still leads the pack with a 5-0
safety
a
motorcade
a
in
university
lowest total of the season.
Chiefland coach
4 1 0 .800 the
Washington
record and needs only one vicJerry C. Johnson's LeMoyne Little Rock in Bruce.
stanza. Central generated a ground hard,
city.
the
through
McCall said.
4 2 0 .667
Both the Manassas scores Manassas
tory in its remaining two
College Magicians will be de- POSITION OPEN
closing minutes 67-yard drive Doyle
3 2 0 .600
At the moment, Coach John- games to cinch a tie for the came in the third quarter. Joe Douglass
veloped around three return1 2 1 .250
Mabon went 18 yards and Lester
inking veterans — Captain Rob- son is looking for a starting city title.
I 4 0 .200
An upset loss to Douglass Mitchell bounced over from Bertrand
Wert Hambric, senior guard
1 4 0 .200
Carver
by Washington, threw a mon- the five.
from Chicago; Monroe Cur(1 4 1 .000
Hamilton
key wrench in the Warriors' SHANkON KICKS POINT
rin, sharp shooting junior
LONDON — (UPI) — Lightaspirations to win the cham- Charles Willis added the LEADING SCORERS
guard from Halls, Tenn., and
weight John White of Chicago
pionship for the second con- Warriors' final touchdown by Player-School
TD's pat Tot. won an avenging eight-round
the ace defensive junior forsecutive year. The Warriors racing 72 yards with an er- Reed, BTW
ward, James Gordon, from
7 1 43 referee's decision over Junior
must beat Lester and Melrose rant Mitchell pass. Reed ran Richards, BTW
Louisville, Ky.
5 6 39 Cassidy of Nigeria at the Na- "the world agrees on'011-Brift, please'!"
to gain a tie for the crown the point.
The Magician squad of 14
5 2 32 tional Sporting Club.
Webb, Manassas
and hope that Lester can up- Late in the game, fists flew Jones, Douglass
began practicing in Bruce
dry
In their previous bout,
5 1 31
set the Golden Wildcats.
Hall on Oct. 15 in accordance
in a brief exchange near the Ward, Melrose
5 1 31 earlier this year, Cassidy had
smooth,
WARRIORS ROMP 40-13
with the rules and regulations
Manassas bench. Officials pre- Chaffin, Manassas
4 2 26 stopped White in the second
flavorful
Washington stole the thun- vented the flaring tempers of
of the Southern Intercollegi4 0 24 round because of a cut brow.
Williams, Melrose
passder from the Manassas
ate Athletic Conference.
these bitter foes from getting
it
ing attack and parlayed
LeMoyne plays its first home
out of hand.
dim•••••••••••••••••e•airemewsio
with a crunching ground game, Douglass never was allowed
game on Nov. 30 agaist
•
Eddie
and
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
led by Oscar Reed
to get started as Melrose, took •
Richards, to post a convincing advantage of some fine defen40 to 13 triumph over the Ti•
ts5
sive work, especially by its
•
gers in a renewal of the cir•
secondary and ends, to run up
rivalry.
oldest
cuit's
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
a 31 to 0 score.
•
Speedy Richards, hidden in
Sat. or Sun. $1.25
two touch- •
Monday
shadows of teammate Melrose scored
the
in each of the first • Sat. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
•
thru
Reed, grabbed two touchdown downs, one
Open 8 A.M. to 2 P.M.
Sun.
13-0
a
hold
to
ROBERT HAMIIRIC
passes of 72 and 69 yards from two quarters
Friday
n.
intermissio
at
Ronald Ester, kicked three advantage
forward and a starting center. extra points and just missed Elbert Rich caught two 4
out
working
veterans
Other
S
on a 38-yard field goal at- touchdown passes, Jimmy •
3100 Summer at Baltic
are Paul Lowery, junior guard tempt.
Ward lumbered 26 yards, LeMill lean De Co 90 Not. 100z Goo Antral Seib. Pl. I A. Lan, LILL, Cagiadi.
imiimaiii
from New Brighton, Pa.; Reed, held to average game roy Moten rambled three rememminisimmos
Jin‘my Charlton, junior guard performances the two games yards, and Jesse Jones picked
from Syracuse; Verties Sails, prior to the Manassas contest, up a fumble to score from the
senior guard, and Cleophus was unstoppable as he tallied eight-yard line to give Mel11111•11•111111111•1111111111•1111111111111'
Owens, senior forward, both twice on 13 and 12 yards' runs. rose its key victory over Doug'Ex
of Memphis
nullified by a lass.
was
score
One
Johnson has excellent ma- Warriors' penalty. !WashingMelrose took advantage of
terial in seven freshmen, three ton's first offensive series was Douglass errors to set up all
IN STOCK to choose from
high
I
of them from Memphis
Brand New 1964 Fords
indicative of Reed's perform- of its touchdowns, save one,
•
schools.
II
game.
eightthe
the
to
of
from midfield
ance for most
BERTHS
FRESHMEN SEEK
got 13 on a pitcn-out yard line. At the beginning of
II
Richards
seeking
Memphis freshmen
and three plays later, Reed the second half, Melrose track
II
CALVIN LENTON
berths on the team are James culminated a 70-yards 'drive star Willie Dawson raced 68
•
Sandridge, high-scoring guard by blasting the final 13 yards yards with the kick-off before
from Melrose, and Franklin to score, accounting for 57 of being hauled down on the
Shelton, forward from Doug- the yards personally.
Douglass 10 by Sidney Brown.
lass, both all-Memphis, and
Manassas had an excellent
Marion Brewer, forward, from
or
Showroom Fresh Used Cars
chance to get back into the
Private Calvin Lenton, huss Booker T. Washington.
game when Lorenzo Childress
Another promising youngband of Mrs. Luperl Cowan
'62 Galaxie 500 2-dr. H.T. ....$1895 I
was stopped on the WashingLenton of 790 Mt. Moriah rd., ster is Clearthur Morris from
Mutinied. Like flew.
off an
picking
after
18
ton
2 dr. H.T. _51595
dr.
Impala
White Station, left here re- Mt. Pisgah, a guard.
•
i 02Warriors
The
pass.
Ester
•
v-c. Fully equipper]. Like new.
cently on route tp Frankfort,
Two "jumping jacks" from
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back
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Edward
•'60 Falcon
Germany, where he is schedul- Indianapolis are
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first
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III 61 Chev. Sedan
ards got in the clear to pull in,
Thomas Harding, 6-6 center.
trooper activity.
IMPORTED
aerial.
scoring
first
his
impres$1395
Private Lenton is the son of Also making a good
1 1 "62 Galaxie Sedan
.
Washington's depth was reLike n es:.
iiktMrs. Mary Lenton and the sion is Robert Hardaway, 6-5 sponsible
•veer equipped.
the score that
for
51695 m
ble
CinConverti
in
"88"
High
he
and
Olds
Taft
•'60
center from
m
Illrlate Mr. John Lenton,
made it 19 to 0 at the half.
Full), equipped. Like new,
formerly lived with his wife cinnati.
•
_52595
11.1.
Jim
2-dr.
brothers,
"500"
Galaxle
Slaughter
'63
The
II
Shasta.
and son at 2376
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•
and Willie, made the trip to
2-Dr. Sedan
A former student at Mel- Tattoo Craze
$1395•
1111 '62 Falcon Sedan
was
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new.
Like
school,
eitiipped.
High
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NOTTINGHAM, England
'60 Chev. Impala Sedan
trained at Fort Polk, La. After
--Nottingham school of•Tully equipped. Like new.
her husband was scheduled for (UPI)
III
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fighting
H.T.
are
they
said
•'59 Olds "88" 2-dr.
For Sports Cars
overseas duty, Mrs. Lenton ficials
Guaranteed Clean Used Cars
Fully equipped. Like new.
•
craze in which
•
returned home to Memphis. a tattooing
Boonville Cons. $4695
27
1960
on
Orig;ndl Equipment
decorate their
•
I
Private Lenton -expects to teen-age girls
Extra Clean,
•
out of 40 Imported cars.
with sewing
•
make a career out of the U.S. friends' arms
Price To Sell
polish.
shoe
•
Wqa.
and
Ste.
needles
'St Ford
'S9 Feed Cony.
Army.
1960 Ch•v,
ALL TYPE
'62 Chev. Sprder Corr. III
•'60 Falcon
. •
Extra Clean, 1
'Al Ford Sedan
•
TIRES
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Truck
61
P-3150
USED
Owner, R.N.,
•'SS Feed Soden
'59 Ford Sodas
AVAILABLE
•
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.Most See To
•
PRICES
AT LOW

Warriors Vanquish Manassas;
Golden Wildcats Top Red Devils

0

S

Johnson Shapes Team
Around Returning Vets

Notre Dame U.
Holds Benefit
For King's Unit

siftm

Chicago Fighter
Wins In Nigeria

ewe

Tackle Fatal
To Florida
Prep Gridder

\picot
*2

GILBEY'S GIN

CAR WASH

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

ter,

298

NEW
DODGES

!
_
_ 2883 POPLAR :

,00

Memphian Leaves
For German Base

•
•

5-YEAR WARkANTY
MILES
ON EVERY NEW 1963 DODGE

DON'T NUTTIN' BEAT

•

'63 DODGE

J & H MOTOR CO.
777

1, I
•••••••••••

•

JOCKEY, NEWSCASTER, ETC.
CALL OR WRITE TODAY
IA 68O52
544 Beale Ave

1961

Appreciate
Falcon Wagon .. $1
I
4 Dr., Clean &

n:pi:rad (T1Voll iS1
1958 le
:I. • 5
A Nice Car,

1962

195
995

Priced To Sell
Chev. B•lair... $1895
I
4 Dr., A Family

Car & Clean,
WE ARE.LOCATED AT
TILLMAN & SUMMER
2999 Sommer Ave.
Ph. 324-2133

* BUDGET TERMS
* NO MONEY DOWN
* FREE MOUNTING

$1
WITH

TURNER

I

DART

$25 DOWN

•
•

^

•
•

TAKE UP BALANC

•

Push-Hutton Renter. Electric Wipers. Direetional
Signals, Tor.iunaire Ride. Alternator, Anti-Freeze.

"43 YEARS WITH DODGE"
1170 unicli • • Open Evenings • II

15 Repos. All Makes and EModels

•

CHUCK HUTTON Co.

TIRE SALES
I N \ \
PHONE JA e-trizT
meaty of nee l'srlons

•
•
a ny
ri

I
I
I
I

CHUCK HUTTON

DUNLOP
- TIRES

RADIO ANNOUNCING
GET READY FOR THE FAST GROWING OPPORTUNITIES
IN
RADIO-TV BROADCASTING, DISC

WN
DO
88
LOW NOTES OF $55.97

5-8141

1 HULL-DOBBS EAST
•

•
•
•

"Where You Pay The Least"
Office Open 'til 9 p.m.

Our Finance

•
FA 3-7634
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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CARE Food Crusade Seeks To
Deliver 6 Million Packages
NASHVILLE - The

1983 as needed, however, most
of
Food Crusade opened of the food will
be used to
last week with an appeal to help people
feed themselves
Americans to send food gifts
in the future, Frank L. Goffio,
for the world's hungry people. CARE execut
ive director, exGoal of the drive is to de- plained.
He cited these exliver six million food pack- amples
:
ages, at a contribution cost of •Schoo
l breakfast, lunch or
81 per package, as
part of a milk programs for underyear-long CARE plan to help nourish
ed children.
feed 35 million in 33 countries. •Food
as wages for villagThe feeding program ie the ers, while they
build farm -tolargest in CARE's 17 years.
market roads, irrigation sysEmergency aid will be given tems, fishing
boats and similar facilities to increase food
productions and earnings.
•Food as a stake for refugees resettled on new farmlands, to sustain them until
their crops come in, or for
unskilled workers while they
train for better-paying jobs.
Every package is delivered
The Men of Leisure social
club elected Leo Winfrey presi- with the name and address of
dent, during a regular meeting the donor, to bring a personal
message of friendship from
at Tony's Inn, recently.
Other officers elected were: the people of America. DelivClaude Strong, vice presi- eries are supervised by CARE's
dent; Matthew M. Nichols, Jr., American staff in each 'area.
recording secretary; Joseph C. Contributions sent to CARE,
Hardaway, financial secretary; 1720 West End Ave., Nashville,
hl a rold Draper, treasurer; Tenn., 37203, may be marked
Harold Kinchelow, business for Food Crusade Gifts to any
manager; Charles Isabel, chap- of these destinations: Afghanilain; Willie L. Archie, ser- stan, Colombia, Cyprus,
geant-at-arms; and Louis Jones, Greece, Haiti, Hong Kong,
Detroit city officials honor Tigerbeile
Jr., reporter.
India, Iran, Italy, Jordan, KoGeorge Cavanagh, Coach Temple, and
coach, Ed Temple, in their bid to get 1968
Featured item on the agenda rea, Macau, Mexico, Pakistan,
Detroit
Coca-Cola
Bottling
Company
was plans for the 16th An- Poland, Sierra Leone, Turkey,
Olympic Games. Shown left to right are
vice-president, William Healy.
nual Ball, scheduled for Fri- Viet Nam, and Yugoslavia.
Councilman William T. Patrick Jr., Mayor
day, Oct. 25 at Curries' Club
MR. AND MRS. FRED VALENTINE
Tropicana.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Valentine and their
Refreshments were sefved
son,
, Photo by Ernest C. Withers),
Fred. Jr.. and daughter, Valco
following the business sesMaria.
ion of the meeting. Host was By EARL S. CLANTON, III the "Sprinter,"
a sports train- should be interested in bring- keep up with
the Russians in
Willie L. Archie,
DETROIT-The 1960's U.S. ing movie featuring the World ing the Olympic Games to athletic competion, -we must
Detroit
becaus
e Detroit Is actively race against them
women's Olympic track coach, record holding Tigerbelles and
world famous as the Motor like we do in the space pro(a)
Ed Temple, gave Detroit inter- narrated by Coach Temple. City."
grams and foreign relations- ests a shot-in-the-arm as the The Sprinter was filmed as
Temple said that if the with money.
Motor City went before the the 16th in a series of sports Olympics were held in the "We have good talent. We
training films produced by the United States,
Color slides on the work of
American ath- have good training. All we
International Olympic Com- Coca-C
ola Bottling Company letes would be doubly inspire
the Youth Conservation Corps
"There's no place like home," body of the Orioles
d need is money. We cannot exmittee to offer their city as the and made availab
in 1959. leagues. Conditions are better. will be shown
le to coaches
said a songwriter many years He said: "I would
in city auditori- 1968 Olympi
like to play You can set a goal and work um on Tuesda
c Games site, last throughout the United States. because they know their home pect athletes to continue comago. Fred L. Valentine, an out- one full season
y night, Oct. 29,
folks
would
be
watchi
ng
them peting when they have famiweek.
to see how I at it day in and day out to at 7 p.m.,
Speaking to Detroit officials, in person.
and the public is infielder with the Baltimore rate with major league
ly responsibilities if they are
Tennessee State University's public and
play- make good and this makes vited. Mac
parochial coaches Sounding a note for subsiOrioles, is saying the same ers. I have had
Pritchard, director
not allowed to earn money to
very good one a better ball player."
of the organization, will be in Tigerbelle coach came to De- and
recreational directors, dizing athletes,
thing about Memphis, his seasons - defensive
Temple
told meet those obigations while
and oftroit for the first showing of Temple' said,
When asked, Valentine pre- charge.
hometown,
"Everyone the dignitaries, "If we are to they are
fensive - but it's a different dicted that
competing."
he has eight or The program
Valentine and his family brand of ball in the
is being sponbig league. nine more good baseball years
returned here immediately The pressure is
sored by the Parents League of
great some- left in him.
after the close of the ball times, competition
Memphis and Shelby County,
is very Presently, he and his family
season to look around for a keen. However,
once you make are living with his parents and Dr. Fred Fultz, chairman
, of the Men's Advisory group,
site to build a home. He said it, it is much easier
to play in Mr. and Mrs. Peter Valentine,
"of all the places I thought the majors than
will explain the work and purin the minor 489 W. Brooks Rd.
pose of the league.
I would have like to live, they
didn't suit me. Once I got
there. Something was lacking.
Help Wanted
As a whole, Memphis suits
FURNISHr.1) Warta Wiill Hal
ONE BOOK CASE, BED, CoMPLETE
F
bath...tier b light• turnlened
all my desires for a home. P
Grarir MAN NEEDS WORK AS PUB,
Phone
mattress and spring
one dreamt,
Ott 54124.
2 chest of drawers. on/ washing roster or rem,aurant cot her.
has a lot to offer - Jobs ate
Chine. One dinette pet, one eewIng
Wit 50687
UNFURN
ISHED
ROOMS
opening up. Schools are getting
BALTIMORE - (UPI)
machine, CALL BR 6 2370. 2152
- Knox.
Piedmont
When
at.
26-year-old Knox of 2 lg.. unfurn. rmsa
better."
Weigh-in inspector
Leon
for rent
Yarneth had been sub- Baltimore
He added "The biggest thing; Yarneth was scheduled to tesweighed in for his
WH 2.3937. call after 5
5 ACRES FOR SALE
poenaed to appear before the Monda
p.m.
Ehrgent Engirsh
Brick
home. Top
y n ight fight with UNFURN
about Memphis - I appreciate; tify before the grand jury to3108 N.
ISHED ROOMS FOR RENT Highway Germantown Road north of
zoned, prestige district. Four bedJury's closed session Friday heavyw
-64 or
Eilendole ran
eight Wayne Bethea, 2 lge. unfurnished rooms for rent. shown by owner.
be
the way it is handling its day about the strange weighrooms. Pull tiled basement. Panoramic
Anytime.
but failed to show up. He ex- Knox's
Mrs.
George
VIeNV. To..0 fireplaces. double plumbGibbs. Jr.
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